How to light a layout scene
Two stories on using bulbs, placing lights, wiring, and choosing a power supply

How to
- Model a rebuilt GP7 diesel
- Weather a flatcar in one evening
- Build a train elevator to replace a helix

PLUS
- How to download new sounds for DCC decoders
- Long trains and tall scenes on an N scale club layout
- Pick the right locomotives for your operating scheme

Learn how the MR staff illuminated this scene on our club layout. See page 32
NOW ARRIVING FROM ATLAS MODEL!

ATLAS TRAINMAN® HO GP39-2 LOCOMOTIVE - NEW MODEL!

CSX “YN3”, Delaware & Hudson, Portland & Western, Santa Fe


New Tooling for Long Hood, NMRA 8-pin plug for DCC, The same drive as our basic Master Line, Separately applied hand rails and end railings, Matching cabooses available separately, True scale dimensions with accurate details, Features either a 2,600 or 3,600 gallon fuel tank

*CSX Licensed Product

ATLAS HO TRACK CLEANING CAR
AVAILABLE NOW!

Atlas’ Track Cleaning Car enables the following functions: vacuum-cleaning, polishing, and grinding. Includes one vacuum insert, three polishing inserts, and three grinding inserts, along with a foam wiper and a multi-lingual manual. The HO Scale Track Cleaning Car is available with an 8-pin DCC plug, NEM coupler pockets, standard HO knuckle couplers, a switch for functions and is equipped with a motor which powers the cleaning functions (only). Note: The track cleaning car is not self-propelled. A locomotive is needed to move this car. It is also possible to use cleaning liquid while polishing. The liquid is dispersed from the tank integrated in the car.

www.atlasrr.com/HOfreight/hotrackcleaningcar.htm

Don’t forget to pick up the NEW Atlas All-Scales Track & Accessory Catalog from your hobby shop or visit www.atlasrr.com to get your copy today!

To find an Atlas dealer, go to http://locator.atlasrr.com
Get a copy of the Atlas Catalog at your LHS or visit www.atlasrr.com

Atlas Model Railroad Co., Inc • 378 Florence Avenue • Hillside, NJ 07205 • www.atlasrr.com
ALL NEW ONLINE AUCTIONS JUST FOR TRAINS!

GOMOTORBIDS.COM, THE MOST POPULAR ONLINE AUCTION FOR AUTOMOTIVE AND RACING COLLECTIBLES, NOW HAS TRAINS!

- Daily auctions for trains & accessories from every era and for every scale & gauge!
- New releases produced EXCLUSIVELY for GoMotorBids.com!
- No fraud guarantee
- Incredible daily deals on overstocks and aged inventory!
- Plus we also buy model railroad trains and accessories from private collectors.
- The best customer service in online auctions

CHECK IT OUT NOW AND SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE MEMBERSHIP!
WWW.GOMOTORBIDS.COM/TRAINS
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LIGHTING SPECIAL SECTION

Adding lights to a scene
Step by Step by Cody Grivno

Bulbs, wire, and power
The basics of lighting scenes on your layout
by Paul Dolkos

Weathering a flatcar deck
A quick project to make your models realistic
by Lou Sassi

Rebuild a GP7 the Santa Fe way
Turn a basic model into an eye-catching prototype
by Craig Chandler

Coming next issue: Place and time mean everything on Mark Preussler's HO scale layout depicting the Soo Line in 1954. Cody Grivno photo
HO Scale "Oh, So Steamy!" Steam Generator Car

We started production on our Steam Gennies earlier this year. In March, Jason and Dan discovered that the car body was missing a water filler hatch on one side! As the five people in the world who would care that it was missing include Jason and Dan, they decided to pull all the shells from production to add the hatch.

Jason (our company president) is obsessed with Steam Generator Cars... he wanted to buy a full-size Steam Genny but his wife told him where he could put it. Because of the hatch delay, the first Steam Generator Cars will arrive in June. The photo at right is a one-second exposure of our Steam Generator Car in action. Looks real, eh?

N Scale Panorama Line Passenger Cars

As this is our first foray into N scale, we found that some of our details, such as the stirrups, needed to be retooled to meet our exacting standards for detail and accuracy. Production of the Lightweight Coach and Duplex Sleeper has been underway since January, and the first Panorama Line passenger cars are on the way to our warehouse at press time. Check out the etched metal end gate on that sleeper. Beauty.

HO Scale Oddballs

The first batch of “Oddball” Super Continental Line passenger cars is on its way to our warehouse at press time and should arrive in stores very soon. As there are so many paint schemes and car numbers, it will take a few months for all of them to arrive.

The Osgood Bradley Project

We're almost finished our tooling corrections to our first car, the HO scale Lightweight 10-Window Coach, and then we'll begin production. You can expect the NH, B&M and BAR cars to arrive in the fall. Order in advance with any good hobby dealer to make sure you don't miss out!

More info about all of these products and more can be found on our web site and in our free online newsletter, the Rapido Telegraph. Come have a look!
Narrow gauge lingo

Neil Besougloff, Editor

One of the more dramatic layouts we’ve featured in Model Railroader recently is on page 52 in this issue. Jerry Merker’s O scale narrow gauge layout pushes the needle on the “wow meter.”

Scenery aside, new hobbyists sometimes get confused about narrow gauge layouts and their associated lingo. Narrow gauge simply means that the rails are closer together than “standard” gauge, which on North American prototype railroads is 4’-8½”.

Narrow gauge railroads were built everywhere, but most lines were found in rugged mining and logging locales, especially in the Western United States, where the lower costs of smaller track and trains better matched the business plans of cigar-smoking 19th century entrepreneurs.

Most narrow gauge lines spiked their rails 3 feet apart, but some used other dimensions. Narrow gauge locomotives and rolling stock were built shorter and squatter, somewhat in proportion to the rail spacing. Capacities were likewise smaller. A narrow gauge boxcar could carry about a third of the load of a standard gauge car.

On model railroads, narrow gauge is expressed by the modeling scale followed by the letter “n” and the track gauge. Jerry’s layout is On3 – “O” is the scale, “n” is for narrow gauge, and “3” is for three scale feet between the rails.

There can be more than one narrow gauge in the same scale. Both 3-foot and 2½-foot gauges are popular among O scale narrow gauge modelers.

Narrow gauge modelers work in all scales, way down to eagle-eyed Nn3 scale modelers. Many modelers find O and S narrow gauge especially to their liking, since tight curves, short trains, and diminutive rolling stock allow modelers to fit O and S scale railroads into train rooms that otherwise would be best suited for HO and N scales.

A final point of confusion centers on O scale narrow gauge. Bachmann produces a popular line of narrow gauge O scale trains and rolling stock that operate on standard HO track. This translates to a track gauge of about 2½ scale feet, or 30 inches. Bachmann uses the term On30 to describe those trains; Model Railroader uses the term On2½ instead.

Why? We use it for consistency, otherwise we would be waffling back and forth between foot designations and inch designations when describing different gauges. Regardless of which term you prefer, On30 and On2½ are the same thing.

Now that you’re up to speed on narrow gauge, turn to page 52 for at look at Jerry’s layout.

Neil Besougloff
Own a Piece of History

Looking for something distinctive for your collection? Want to pull with power on your HO layout? Look no further than the Athearn® Gas Turbine locomotive. Our model accurately translates the massive presence of this historic Union Pacific engine to 1/87 scale.

All new from the ground up, the Ready To Roll® Gas Turbine delivers both good looks and performance. The powerhouse chassis is DCC-ready with pre-molded speaker mounting points perfect for aftermarket sound installations. The body is embellished with road number specific details and even the cab interior is finished. Complete with Celcon handrails and accurate paint this model is sure to please even the most demanding modeler or collector.

Reserve yours today from your local train store or see the model’s photo gallery online at www.athearn.com.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER AVAILABLE MODELS</th>
<th>HO GAS TURBINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88661 Union Pacific Gas Turbine, no tender #51</td>
<td>229.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88662 Union Pacific Gas Turbine, no tender #60</td>
<td>229.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88663 Union Pacific Gas Turbine, with tender #54</td>
<td>239.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88664 Union Pacific Gas Turbine, with tender #58</td>
<td>299.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88665 Union Pacific Gas Turbine tender only, painted, no road number</td>
<td>89.98*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The National Model Railroad Association’s annual convention is scheduled for July 5-11 at the Connecticut Convention Center in Hartford, Conn. The convention includes modeling clinics, rail museum and prototype visits, a silent auction, tours of nearby model railroads, and non-railroad-themed events for family members.

More information about the convention, including a calendar of events, lodging information, and registration, can be found on the Web at hn2009.org.

The National Train Show, which takes place alongside the convention, is open to the public from July 10-12. The show features hundreds of vendors and manufacturers, modeling demonstrations, a huge Lego train display, a children’s play area, and 48,000 square feet of modular layouts. More information on the show is available online at nationaltrainshow.org.

Model railroad manufacturers traditionally unveil their newest and most exciting products at the National Train Show. Model Railroader will cover the announcements with an expanded News & Products listing on our Web site the week of the convention. We will also bring you highlights of the show in our October issue.
Two clubs mark 60-year milestone

Two model railroad clubs on opposite sides of the country have something in common: both recently announced they are celebrating 60th anniversaries.

The Glendale (Calif.) Model Railroad Club, based in Glendale, Calif., was founded in April 1949 and has about 35 active members. The club layout, called the Verdugo Valley Lines, is a 25 x 40-foot HO scale representation of the Southern Pacific between Los Angeles and Bakersfield, including the Tehachapi Loop. It includes both standard gauge and narrow gauge lines, as well as an electrified section. The layout was featured in Model Railroader, in December 1960 and May 1996.

The layout may be history by the time of publication, though, because the club expects to vote to demolish it and start over with a new track plan this year. The move is planned in order to upgrade to Digital Command Control, as well as to appeal to new members interested in helping construct the layout. The club holds monthly open houses and maintains a Web site at gmrrc.org.

Also marking its 60th year is the Northern Virginia Model Railroad Club, in the Washington, D.C. suburb of Vienna, Va. The club has met for the last 30 years in the 19th-century Washington & Old Dominion RR station in Vienna.

The club's HO scale layout models the Southern Ry. in North Carolina from Spencer/Salisbury to Asheville, over Black Mountain. When the original Western North Carolina RR layout was finished in 1969, then-Southern Ry. president Graham Claytor presented the club with a golden spike.

Today, about 70 members operate the current 20 x 60 foot, multi-deck, Digital Command Control-equipped layout. The group holds open houses and operating sessions monthly. More information is available at nvmr.org.
N scale Model Railroader 75th anniversary boxcar. Micro-Trains Line is helping celebrate Model Railroader magazine’s 75th birthday with this N scale car. The 50-foot double-plug-door boxcar is patterned after a prototype painted with the magazine’s anniversary logo by the Wisconsin & Southern RR. The ready-to-run N scale car comes with magnetic knuckle couplers for $21.30 at Micro-Trains retailers.

HO scale locomotives

Electro-Motive Division GP60M and GP60B diesel locomotives. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (cab or booster unit, three road numbers each); Burlington Northern Santa Fe (in Heritage II scheme, booster in Heritage I, three numbers each); and Maersk (cab unit only, one number available). Eight-pin Digital Command Control socket, McHenry scale magnetic knuckle couplers, and see-through fans. $99.98. September 2009. Ready-to-Roll. Athearn Trains

Electro-Motive Division F7 diesel locomotives. Lehigh Valley (Cornell Red; A units available with four road numbers, B units with three) and Western Pacific (Perlman Green; A units only, two numbers in each of two stripe variations). Etched-metal grills, prototype-specific details, and Kadee magnetic knuckle couplers. Direct-current model with Digital Command Control socket, $99.95; with DCC and sound, $169.95. Ready-to-run. InterMountain Railway Co.


HO scale freight cars


Forty-foot World War II war-emergency boxcars. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; Chicago & North Western; and Nickel Plate Road. Six car numbers each. Wire grab irons, metal wheelsets, and Kadee scale magnetic knuckle couplers. $29.95. Fall 2009. Ready-to-run. InterMountain Railway Co.

GATX two-compartment, twodome tank car kit. Cast-resin frame, running board, and two-piece tank; etched-metal stirrup steps; and Kadee magnetic knuckle couplers. $49 each plus $7.50 shipping. Southern Car & Foundry

HO scale passenger cars

Chicago “L” car kits. Available in series 2000, 2200, 2600, and 3200. Unpowered kit includes one-piece resin shell, chassis with details cast in place, and tinted window inserts. $55. Island Modelworks LLC

New York Central 1948 20th Century Limited passenger cars. Bay series 22-roomette sleeper; Bridge series 4-double-bedroom, 4-compartment, 2-drawing-room sleeper; River series 10-roomette, 6-double-bedroom sleeper; and Port series 12-double-bedroom sleeper. Detailed interiors, metal wheels with electrical pickups for interior lighting kits (sold separately), and Proto-Max magnetic knuckle couplers. $64.98. Ready-to-run. Wm. K. Walthers Inc.

HO scale structures

Midtown Apartments. Kit includes laser-cut white acrylic parts with tab-and-slot construction. Printed window shades and sidewalks are also included. $120. Four-story add-on kit, $65. Custom Model Railroads

Three-stall wood roundhouse. Laser-cut wood kit based on Canadian Pacific prototype. Can be built with one, two, or three stalls. Laser-cut walls, cast-resin windows, and positionable doors. $109.95. Kanamodel Products

Pre-Fab structure kits. Sonny’s Super Service gas station (pictured), Fresh Market, Planters Feed...
Calendar

June 18-20: 2009 O Scale National Convention. Student Union Building, Towson University, Baltimore, Md. www.oscaleeast.com

June 27: Ardenrail 2009 (National Model Railroad Association British Region convention). Arden School, Station Road, Knowle, Solihull, West Midlands B93 0PT, United Kingdom. www.ardenrail.co.uk


August 4-8: 2009 National Association of S Gaugers National Convention. Marriott St. Louis Airport, St. Louis, Mo. www.nasg.org

Sept. 16-19, 2009: 29th National Narrow Gauge Convention. Doubletree Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo. 29ng.com


and Supply, and Main Street Mercantile. Modeler applies included roofing, accessories, and dry-transfer signs to factory-assembled walls. Prices to be announced. Woodland Scenics

Wigwam-style wood chip burner. Laser-cut understructure and base detailing, corrugated metal siding, and mesh top. $42.95. Sidetrack Laser

HO details and accessories

Positionable hitches for 57-foot spine cars. Flat-packed, undecorated, etched-metal kits, six per pack. Available with three H-01 hitches and three H-03s, or three H-02s and three H-03s. $32.50. MLE Scale Models

Z scale Alco road switcher shell. Seearails’ new RS-2 body shell fits Micro-Trains Line’s Z scale GP locomotive chassis. The plastic shell is created by the rapid-prototyping technique, in which a computer-controlled machine builds a 3-D object layer by layer. The shell has full surface detail, horn, lenses in all lights, and openings for body-mounted couplers. The unpainted shells are priced at $65 each.


Electro-Motive Division SD45-2 and SD45T-2 diesel locomotives. SD45-2: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (Bicentennial paint scheme, three road numbers available); Burlington Northern Santa Fe (Heritage I scheme, two numbers); and Seaboard System (three numbers). SD45T-2: St. Louis Southwestern (Cotton Belt) (Bicentennial scheme, one number), Larry’s Truck Electric Service (six numbers). Etched-metal details and Micro-Trains magnetic knuckle couplers. $119.95. Ready-to-run. InterMountain Railway Co.

N scale locomotives

Electro-Motive Division GP30 and GP35 diesel locomotives. New paint schemes: GP30: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (blue and yellow freight warbonnet); Chessie System (Baltimore & Ohio reporting marks); Louisville & Nashville; and Penn Central. GP35 Phase 1a: Reading Co., Southern Pacific, and Western Pacific (one road number available). GP35 Phase 1b: Ann Arbor, Guilford (two numbers, Springfield Terminal reporting marks), and Ohio Central (two numbers). Three numbers unless noted; also available undecorated.

92-foot railroad tugboat kit. Cast-resin construction. Includes pewter detail parts (tire bumpers, mast, bitts, anchor, fire monitor, and searchlight), plastic railings, window glazing, and glass bead running lights. $98.50. Frenchman River Model Works

N scale freight cars

50-foot Pullman-Standard PS-1 double-door boxcar. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (large herald and “Ship and Travel” slogan); Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; New York Central (“Early Bird” paint scheme); Rock Island (blue); St. Louis-San Francisco (“Ship it on the Frisco” slogan); and Western Maryland (speed lettering). Two car numbers each. Etched-metal running boards, scale profile brake wheel, and McHenry magnetic knuckle couplers. $18.98. Ready-to-run. Athearn Trains
**News & Products**

**HO scale Pullman-Standard 40-foot PS-1 boxcar kit.** Fifth Avenue Car Shops is offering this custom-decorated Accurail single-door steel boxcar kit. The car is available painted for the Illinois Central and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. It features Accumate magnetic knuckle couplers and Youngstown doors and ends. The models sell for $14 each or $40 for four, plus $9 shipping.


**BNSF Ry. Gunderson Maxi-Stack III five-unit well car.** With 2005 “Swoosh” paint scheme. Two differently numbered sets available. $99.95. DeLuxe Innovations

**Assorted freight cars.** BC Rail 61-foot bulkhead flatcar with covered wood loads (two car numbers available), $22.35. Denver & Rio Grande Western 50-foot combination-door boxcar, $21.65. St. Louis-San Francisco (Frisco) 89-foot tri-level open auto rack (TTRX reporting marks) with working end ramps, $28.95. Comet Rice Mills three-bay covered hopper, $19.15. All cars have magnetic knuckle couplers and are ready-to-run. Micro-Trains Line Co.

**N scale structures**

**Merchants Bank & Trust Co.** Kit includes laser-cut white acrylic parts with tab-and-slot construction. Printed window shades and sidewalks also included. $95; eight-story add-on kit, $50. Custom Model Railroads

**O scale locomotives**

**Alco C-424 diesel locomotive.** Apache Ry., Canadian National, CP Rail, and Reading Co. (phase 1, new road numbers). Two road numbers available. Dual-flywheel-equipped motors, prototype-specific body style, and selectable green or white classification lights. Unpowered model (numbered differently from powered models), $239.95; Gold series with Digital Command Control and Quantum QSI sound, $479.95. Ready-to-run. Atlas O

**0 scale freight cars**

**40-foot 1937 Association of American Railroads single-door boxcar.** Bessemer & Lake Erie (two car numbers), Florida East Coast, Lackawanna, and Nickel Plate Road (two numbers). Four car numbers available unless otherwise noted. Also available in Minneapolis & St. Louis two-pack and undecorated. Etched-metal running boards, wire grab irons, and magnetic knuckle couplers. $67.95 per car; $135.90 per two-pack. June 2009. Ready-to-run. Atlas O

**0 scale passenger cars**

**40-foot Harriman baggage/postal head-end car.** Cast-resin kit includes one-piece body, one-piece cast underframe, laser-cut acrylic windows, brake details, and cast brass steps. $125 each plus $10 shipping. Southern Car & Foundry

**S scale locomotives**

**McCabe Lumber Co. gas-electric boxcab speeder.** Kit includes laser-cut basswood, plywood, and cardstock; brass and cast white metal details; decals; drivers; sheet-brass frame; and North West Short Line wheelsets. $199.95. B.T.S.

**S scale freight cars**

**Evans 100-ton gondola kit.** Based on Southern Iron & Equipment Co. prototype. Unpainted kit includes urethane castings, hidden weight, and brass and white metal details. Decals, trucks, and couplers not included. $69.95. B.T.S.

**Z scale locomotives**


**Z scale freight cars**

**Assorted freight cars.** Chesapeake & Ohio 50-foot fish-belly drop-end gondolas: Scrap loads and magnetic knuckle couplers; two car numbers available; $23.40. Great Northern 40-foot single-door boxcars: Magnetic knuckle couplers; two numbers; $29.40. Ready-to-run. Micro-Trains Line Co.

**Scenery**

**Corn Belt photo backdrop.** Represents mature corn fields over the Midwest. $24.99. B.T.S.
SYNCHRONIZED PUFFING SMOKE
Mechanically actuated by wheel movement. Puffs harder with more smoke and deeper chuff sounds when greater motor load is detected. A first in HO.

Adjustable Bell Interval
Set the rate of the bell sound to a ring rate of your liking.

3 Selectable Whistles
Prototypically accurate whistle is set by default. Select from two others if you choose.

DC & DCC Operation

Reverse Mechanism Sound
Direction changes activate realistic reverse mechanism shift & creak. A first in HO.

Professional Grade Detail
Not toy-like as with some new offerings on the market. Only the highest model-grade detail.

Industry-BEST Slow Speed Creep
Newly designed Back-EMF features the best slow speed operation in the world. If there was a speed-step 0.5, we think it would run on it.

PAINTING THE TOWN RED.
Incredibly vast in colour selection, but offer several roads such as VIA, CN and CP. Want more reason to use our ACRYLIC paint? It is AIRBRUSH READY and will adhere to almost any plastic including Celcon® and other bendable plastics.

The most realistic trains need the most realistic paint. True Line Trains. Keeping it real.

Available at better hobby stores now! TLT® ACRYLIC paint. Manufactured by the North America's largest model paint manufacturer. Available in 28 colours and approved by the CNSIG, CPHA and custom painters all over. Our TRU-COLOUR paint represents the most accurate "as delivered" colours for the Canadian Market. With 28 colours to choose from, these paints are not only

BASED ON AS DELIVERED COLOURS

COLOUR MATCHED TO ACTUAL PAINT SAMPLES

28 COLOURS CN, CP AND TH & B

ACRYLIC BASED & AIRBRUSH READY

True Line Trains Exclusively distributed in Canada by Canadian Hobbycraft Ltd. 140 Applewood Crescent, Concord, Ontario L4K 4E2
For More Info, Please Call (905) 738 - 6556 or email: tl@hobbycraft.com www.hobbycraft.com/rl Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Just a few of the features found in the world's newest & most sophisticated HO models.
**LIONEL & K-LINE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11005</td>
<td>Dale Earnhardt Set</td>
<td>179.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11006</td>
<td>Kasey Kahne Exp. Pack</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11009</td>
<td>Tony Stewart Exp. Pack</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11010</td>
<td>Jimmie Johnson Exp. Pack</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11011</td>
<td>Jeff Gordon Exp. Pack</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30018</td>
<td>Pennsylvania Flyer Set</td>
<td>119.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31940</td>
<td>SP PRR 4-6-6-4</td>
<td>779.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30050</td>
<td>K-Line Mikado Set w/CMD</td>
<td>359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30120</td>
<td>CP Set</td>
<td>359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30305</td>
<td>PRR Mikado Coach Set</td>
<td>359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30100</td>
<td>PRR Mikado Coach</td>
<td>289.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11105</td>
<td>NYC Mohawk</td>
<td>979.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11107</td>
<td>SP Cab Forward</td>
<td>799.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11109</td>
<td>C&amp;O 0-8-0</td>
<td>319.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11110</td>
<td>NYC 0-8-0</td>
<td>359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14596</td>
<td>NH Alco PA A-A Set</td>
<td>589.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15315</td>
<td>ATSF Alum. Pass 2 Pack</td>
<td>199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15319</td>
<td>ATSF Sulfurine 2 Pack</td>
<td>149.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15564</td>
<td>PRR HW 3 Pack</td>
<td>279.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15589</td>
<td>PRR Mikado 3 Pack</td>
<td>279.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15574</td>
<td>Long Island HW Coach</td>
<td>979.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15577</td>
<td>NYC HW 3 Pack</td>
<td>259.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15581</td>
<td>NYC HW Coach</td>
<td>91.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15584</td>
<td>Acela 3 Car Set</td>
<td>439.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15588</td>
<td>Southern HW 4 Pack</td>
<td>319.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17474</td>
<td>Di&amp;H Gonzales w/Load</td>
<td>98.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18364</td>
<td>PRR BB 1-2 Pack</td>
<td>579.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18371</td>
<td>Tuscan 5-1-0w/5-2-0</td>
<td>789.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18372</td>
<td>Green Stripe 5-2-0</td>
<td>789.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18374</td>
<td>Congressional 5-2-0</td>
<td>684.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19265</td>
<td>4-4-4-4 3rd Edition 3 Pack</td>
<td>159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19266</td>
<td>4-4-4-4 3rd Edition 4 Pack</td>
<td>159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19267</td>
<td>4-4-4-4 3rd Edition 5 Pack</td>
<td>159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10800</td>
<td>4-8-8-2</td>
<td>179.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21877</td>
<td>Domino Sugar Tank Car</td>
<td>98.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21878</td>
<td>C&amp;H Hopper</td>
<td>149.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25114</td>
<td>Lionel Lines Pass 3 Pack</td>
<td>87.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25145</td>
<td>Zephyr Streamline 4 Pack</td>
<td>147.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25446</td>
<td>SF Super Chief 2 Pack</td>
<td>154.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25460</td>
<td>PRR 18” Alum. 4 Pack</td>
<td>399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25455</td>
<td>PRR 18” 2 Pack</td>
<td>219.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25456</td>
<td>PRR 18” Sound Diner</td>
<td>209.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25458</td>
<td>B&amp;O HW 4 Pack</td>
<td>359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25461</td>
<td>PRR RS-1 4 Pack</td>
<td>419.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25465</td>
<td>CNW U30C</td>
<td>379.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25467</td>
<td>Chessie SD-40</td>
<td>259.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25468</td>
<td>SP U33C Dummy</td>
<td>132.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25469</td>
<td>CNW U30C Dummy</td>
<td>132.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25470</td>
<td>I Love USA SD60</td>
<td>208.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25471</td>
<td>PRR Balast Tanker</td>
<td>38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25472</td>
<td>Missile Launcher Loco</td>
<td>244.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25473</td>
<td>3360 PW Broo Crane</td>
<td>132.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25474</td>
<td>Reading O-4-0</td>
<td>142.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25475</td>
<td>Allegheny Dockside</td>
<td>142.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25476</td>
<td>NYC GP-30</td>
<td>71.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25477</td>
<td>NWB 18’ 4 Pack</td>
<td>399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25478</td>
<td>NWB 18’ 2 Pack</td>
<td>214.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25479</td>
<td>Merchant’s Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25480</td>
<td>ATSF Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25481</td>
<td>SF Boom Car w/Crane sound</td>
<td>154.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25482</td>
<td>PRP Boom Car w/Crane sound</td>
<td>154.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25483</td>
<td>PFE Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25484</td>
<td>Swift Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25485</td>
<td>UP Boom Crane Set</td>
<td>179.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25486</td>
<td>NYC Hot Box Rebuilder Set</td>
<td>298.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25487</td>
<td>NYC Caboose Center Cupola</td>
<td>28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25488</td>
<td>Bethlehem Steel Transfer Cab</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25489</td>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio Express</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25490</td>
<td>Merchant’s Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25491</td>
<td>SF Boom Car w/Crane sound</td>
<td>154.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25492</td>
<td>PFE Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25493</td>
<td>Swift Hot Box Rebuilder</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25494</td>
<td>UP Boom Crane Set</td>
<td>179.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25495</td>
<td>NYC Hot Box Rebuilder Set</td>
<td>298.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25496</td>
<td>NYC Caboose Center Cupola</td>
<td>28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25497</td>
<td>Bethlehem Steel Transfer Cab</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25498</td>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio Express</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Expand Your Steel Operations with All-New Blower Engine House & Piping Kit

A. BLOWER ENGINE HOUSE KIT
HO 933-2957 | $149.98
- Now In Stock!
- All-New Model
- Detailed Exterior Staircase
- Piping to Connect w/Furnace

B. BLAST FURNACE KIT
HO 933-2973 | $239.98
- Prototypical Piping & Thin-Profile Handrails
- In Stock

C. COKE OVEN KIT
HO 933-2972 | $129.98
- Parts for Larry & Quench Cars
- In Stock

D. ROLLING MILL KIT
HO 933-2971 | $159.98
- 4-High Reversing Mill & Other Interior Details
- In Stock

E. HULETT UNLOADER KIT
HO 933-2966 | $169.98
- All-New Model
- July Delivery

F. BLOWER HOUSE PIPING KIT
HO 933-2958 | $39.98
- Now In Stock!
- Great for Custom Installations
- Use with Blower Engine House #933-2957, Sold Separately

G. REVERSING MILL STAND KIT
HO 933-2963 | $39.98
- Complete Kit
- Adaptable to Older Rolling Mill Kit
- August Delivery

Find a hobby shop near you! Call 1-800-487-2467 or visit www.walthers.com/blowerengine for photos, information and additional accessories for Ashland Steel.
N scale Milwaukee, Racine & Terry intermodal container. For a limited time, Kato USA is offering its N scale 53-foot containers in a paint scheme honoring Model Railroader magazine’s 75th anniversary. The containers bear the road name of MR’s club layout, have magnetic linkages for secure stacking, and come in a two-pack for $29.

Continued from page 12

seven scale feet high. Seamlessly connects to other kits. HO and N scale are 53 inches long, O scale 93 inches. N or HO scale, $15.95; O scale, $39.95. BPH Enterprises

Multiple-scale structures

A To Z Used Cars. HO or N scale. Laser-cut basswood and microplywood kit with peel-and-stick doors, windows, roofing, and details. Kit can be built on variety of lot shapes. Included are sales office, sidewalks, curbs, signs, billboard, and details; vehicles in photo not included. HO scale, $47.95; N scale, $37.95. Direct orders add $5 shipping. Blair Line

Multiple-scale details and accessories

1954 Ford F-700 oil delivery trucks. Cities Service, Gulf, Mobil, Shell, Sinclair, and SOHIO. Rolling vinyl tires, full window glazing, and detailed cab interior. HO scale trucks include a uniformed driver figure. HO scale single vehicle or N scale two-pack, $15. Classic Metal Works Inc.

Electronics and controls

Flasher circuit. 3-amp capacity and adjustable flash rate. $19.95. Direct orders subject to $11 minimum shipping and handling charge. Dallee Electronics Inc.

Decals

Chesapeake & Ohio trust plate decals. HO scale. Twelve pairs of trust plates available in each set (six pair suitable for cars bought in the 1930s and six pair suitable for cars bought in the 1940s). $2.49, postage included. Virginia customers must add sales tax. Great Decals

When it comes to customer product support many of the companies we encounter in our everyday lives make it very difficult to contact them! For example try to talk to someone at:

Your Telephone Co.
Your Insurance Co.
Your Doctor
Your Cable Provider

...The List is Endless!

We are all too familiar with the frustrations and the scenarios, and unfortunately, many companies manufacturing, distributing and or selling model railroad products are no different.

We are the exceptions!

The DC/DCC dealers Association and American Hobby Distributors have worked hard and collaborated for the last four years to sponsor this ad. This ad is testimony to the fact that all of us strongly believe in supporting our customers. You may have noticed that a significant percentage of these ads offer valuable product support info and not the usual commercial advertisements and sales pitch. As evidence of our philosophy you will notice that all of us have clearly displayed contact phone numbers, not just an email, to make it easy to reach us. You can compare, check many of the other major manufacturers’ ads in this magazine for contact phone or 800 numbers ... did you find any? Now check the retailers that have an 800 number for sales only ... you found some more? Who do you think these folks are putting first?

At American Hobby we do what no other distributor/manufacturer will do! We have the technical staff and offer an 800 number for our dealers to answer their questions and provide technical support. In addition we also provide 800 number support to our dealers’ customers to call us direct!

Our product line reads like the Who’s Who of DC, DCC and locomotives. We can help you when others can’t! Call any of DC/DCC Association dealers or call American Hobby Distributors at 800-671-0641 if you want to speak with a live person who knows the answers to your questions!
The art of precision.

Presenting the PS-2CD 4427

Make Your Pike Perfect

Every so often, a series of products comes along that are so carefully crafted and skillfully styled that you can’t take your eyes off them. They capture your attention and fuel your imagination. Whether it’s picturing the original cars rumble past or imagining how you’ll weather a particular car for your pike — these stunning replicas make an impact!

Become an Authorized Dealer

We’ve made it easy to become an Authorized ExactRail Dealer. You can download our dealer packet at: www.ExactRail.com/dealers, send an email to: dealers@ExactRail.com or call us at: 866-945-1701.

You’re Invited . . .

Join the thousands of satisfied railroaders who already own our products. See our exciting line of cars, trucks and wheels at www.ExactRail.com or ask for ExactRail at your local model railroad dealer.

To find an ExactRail dealer go to: www.ExactRail.com/dealer-locator
**The Great Train Expo**

**FLORIDA**
July 18 & 19, 2009  
Central Florida Fairgrounds, Orlando  
July 25 & 26, 2009  
The Harborview Center, Clearwater

**WASHINGTON**
April 25 & 26, 2009  
Puysallup Fair & Event Center, Puysallup
May 2 & 3, 2009  
Fair & Expo Center, Spokane

Saturday & Sunday, 10am to 4pm  
Adults $7, (good for both days) Kids Under 12 Free  
PO Box 725, Oswego, IL 60543  
Phone: 630-608-4988  
Web: GTExpo.com

**MARYLAND - TIMONIUM**
STATE FAIRGROUNDS - Aug. 1 & 2

**NEW JERSEY - EDISON**
NJ Expo Center - August 8 & 9

**PENNSYLVANIA - OAKS**
GREATER PHILA. EXPO CNTR - Aug. 15 & 16

**VIRGINIA -CHANTILLY**
Dulles Expo Center - Aug. 22 & 23

Saturday & Sunday: 10:00am to 4:00pm  
Admission: Adults - $7.00 (good for both days)  
Kids 11 & Under Are FREE  
Selling Space Is Available - Call Today  
P.O. Box 600505  
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160  
Tel. 305-949-1706  
Fax 305-947-7458  
info@smarttinc.com  
Home Page  
www.smarttinc.com

---

**Making Your Dream Layout a Reality!**

**Museum Quality**  
Custom Model Railroad Builders

**Scale Models, Arts, & Technologies, Inc.**

P.O. Box 600505  
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160

Tel. 305-949-1706  
Fax 305-947-7458  
info@smarttinc.com

Catering Exclusively to the Discriminating Enthusiast since 1995

---

**New N Scale**

3 New Autoscenes  
Built & Ready Structures

Purchase at your local hobby shop!

**Great Midwest Train Show**

World's LARGEST monthly train show  
Since 1972

**Upcoming Show Dates:**  
May 3 • Jun 14 • Aug 9  
Sep 13 • Oct 11 • Nov 8 • Dec 13  
DuPage County Fairgrounds • Wheaton, IL  
9:30 am to 3:00 pm  
Adults $7 - Kids under 12 are FREE!  
Selling Space Is Available  
PO Box 34 • Elmhurst, IL 60126  
Phone: 630-290-1962

Discount coupon and show details online:  
GreatMidwestTrainShow.com

**SMARTT INERCO EAST**

P.O. Box 600505  
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160

Tel. 305-949-1706  
Fax 305-947-7458  
info@smarttinc.com

Home Page  
www.smarttinc.com

Catering Exclusively to the Discriminating Enthusiast since 1995

---

**Greenberg's Train Show**

**MARYLAND - TIMONIUM**
STATE FAIRGROUNDS - Aug. 1 & 2

**NEW JERSEY - EDISON**
NJ Expo Center - August 8 & 9

**PENNSYLVANIA - OAKS**
GREATER PHILA. EXPO CNTR - Aug. 15 & 16

**VIRGINIA -CHANTILLY**
Dulles Expo Center - Aug. 22 & 23

Saturday & Sunday: 10:00am to 4:00pm  
Admission: Adults - $7.00 (good for both days)  
Kids 11 & Under Are FREE  
Selling Space Is Available - Call Today  
P.O. Box 600505  
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160  
Tel. 305-949-1706  
Fax 305-947-7458  
info@smarttinc.com  
Home Page  
www.smarttinc.com

---

**Making Your Dream Layout a Reality!**

**Museum Quality**  
Custom Model Railroad Builders

**Scale Models, Arts, & Technologies, Inc.**

P.O. Box 600505  
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160

Tel. 305-949-1706  
Fax 305-947-7458  
info@smarttinc.com

Catering Exclusively to the Discriminating Enthusiast since 1995

---

**New N Scale**

3 New Autoscenes  
Built & Ready Structures

Purchase at your local hobby shop!

**Great Midwest Train Show**

World's LARGEST monthly train show  
Since 1972

**Upcoming Show Dates:**  
May 3 • Jun 14 • Aug 9  
Sep 13 • Oct 11 • Nov 8 • Dec 13  
DuPage County Fairgrounds • Wheaton, IL  
9:30 am to 3:00 pm  
Adults $7 - Kids under 12 are FREE!  
Selling Space Is Available  
PO Box 34 • Elmhurst, IL 60126  
Phone: 630-290-1962

Discount coupon and show details online:  
GreatMidwestTrainShow.com

**SMARTT INERCO EAST**

P.O. Box 600505  
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160

Tel. 305-949-1706  
Fax 305-947-7458  
info@smarttinc.com

Home Page  
www.smarttinc.com

Catering Exclusively to the Discriminating Enthusiast since 1995

---

**New N Scale**

3 New Autoscenes  
Built & Ready Structures

Purchase at your local hobby shop!
San Diego Model Railroad Museum in Balboa Park

"Largest Model Railroad Museum in North America"

Come Visit Balboa Park’s giant Model Railroad Museum, 5 layouts and an interactive Thomas the Tank Engine Activity Room

Visit our museum and Gift Shop on-line at:

www.sdmrm.org

Open year-round at 11 a.m., Tuesday through Sunday
Balboa Park - San Diego, CA - (619) 696-0199

Pacific Western Rail Systems

- Concerned that you might get shut out of purchasing a new release because you didn’t place your order in time?
- Looking for the convenience of on-line ordering AND management of your account, including the ability to accumulate purchases before shipping and to control the timing and method of shipping?
- Interested in buying product at attractive discounts AND still having access to a human when you need help or have a problem?
- Looking for the ability to search products by roadname, manufacturer, product type and keyword — ALL AT THE SAME TIME?

If you answered YES to any of these questions, you need to have a PORTERS account at PWRS

Free: 1-866-840-7777 • www.pwrs.ca

CUSTOM MODEL RAILROADS

Kits
HO & N Scale
Custom Built Structures
Construction of Fine Scale Model Railroads

www.custommodelrailroads.com

3937 Keswick Road
Baltimore, MD 21211
410-889-0010

Model Railroader executive editor Andy Sperandeo explained how he completed a freight house with these shadow boxes in the April 2009 issue.

Freight-door shadow boxes

Thank you for the feature on the Milwaukee Road freight house in part four of the “Build the Beer Line” series in the April 2009 issue of Model Railroader.

As I am currently working on structures for my own layout, the information regarding the open freight-door shadow boxes was of particular interest to me.

One of my structures, a food distribution facility, has two freight doors roughly parallel to the edge of the layout. I had been pondering how to suggest an interior with more than just a few figures and a forklift when your article came along and offered a simple solution.

When I do install my own shadow boxes, I may use pictures of a warehouse interior or perhaps a mirror to suggest depth.

John Anderson
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Operating sitting down

I enjoyed the article “Operating Sitting Down” by Paul Dolkos in the April 2009 issue of Model Railroader. I’ve operated my small shelf switching layouts while sitting down on an office chair for some years now, partially motivated by my age of 76, but mainly in search of comfort. It definitely makes the sessions more enjoyable.

Bob Miller
Urbana, Ill.

Polyester backdrop clouds

I wanted to express my thanks for the great April 2009 issue of Model Railroader. I have been a subscriber since before the 25th anniversary edition so I’ve learned a lot from MR.

The magazine certainly attracts talented artists and technicians who provide the most interesting information and tidbits for the reader to digest.

One of the items that caught my attention was the Workshop tip “Can’t paint backdrops? Try spun polyester clouds.” I lack the artistry to produce clouds. Mine don’t even come close to resembling nature.

Now I can get out my cloud images and begin stretching pieces of spun polyester.

Lawrence A. Gueller
Legend Lake, Wis.

Tony’s April fools joke

As soon as I receive an issue of Model Railroader, I thumb through it quickly to assess the contents. As is also my practice, I pause at the Trains of Thought column to scan through it.

As I read Tony Koester’s plan to tear down his Nickel Plate layout, I think my heart stopped!

Being a long-time reader of MR, a thought quickly came to me. What month is this issue?

Seeing that it was the April issue, I knew what was going on before I got to the end of the column. Well done! You got me!

Ed Irons
Wheeling, Ill.

Correction

The gauge was listed incorrectly for the San Juan Car Co. turnouts pictured in April’s News & Products section on page 14. The turnouts are On3. – Ed.

Comments, suggestions, and additional information on MR articles and departments are welcome in this column. Every comment will be read, but not all can be printed or answered. Make your statement in 300 words or less, and send it to Railway Post Office, Model Railroader magazine, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187, or e-mail rpo@mrmag.com. Please include your name, city, and state.
Bachmann Engineers a Switchyard

General Electric built their first switcher locomotives over 75 years ago. In the years since, their motive power has grown steadily in power and performance. Bachmann has established the same legacy with a line of switcher locomotives that sets the standard for innovation and design excellence in model railroading.

The Bachmann HO scale GE 44 Ton Switcher inaugurated our world famous Spectrum® series of locomotives in 1988. The 44 Ton Switcher and its big brother the 70 Ton Switcher are now being reissued in our standard product line as DCC versions featuring upgraded detailing and NMRA compliant dual mode decoders while maintaining the reasonable pricing you've come to expect from Bachmann. The new Spectrum® GE Center-Cab 45 Ton Switcher completes our roster of GE Switcher locomotives in HO scale.

Our latest GE 44 Ton Switcher produced in N scale includes features such as separate metal handrails, a custom double shafted micro can motor, precisely meshed “pitched” gears, scale 33 inch wheels and many other technical innovations that place it at the pinnacle of N scale product design.

The design team at Bachmann engineers quality and precision into every model we produce. See them at your local Bachmann retailer today!

Item No. 62201* GE 44 TON SWITCHER MSRP: $75.00

Item No. 60601* GE 70 TON DIESEL MSRP: $69.00

Item No. 85204* GE CENTER-CAB 45 TON SWITCHER MSRP: $125.00

Item No. 81855* GE 44 TON SWITCHER MSRP: $100.00

* other paint schemes and roadnames available

Bachmann Industries, Inc. • 1400 East Erie Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 19124 • www.bachmanntrains.com
Extraordinary!
Don't miss it!
Register now!

...and much much more

NMRA HARTFORD NATIONAL 2009
JULY 5-11 • www.hn2009.org

Tortoise™
Slow Motion Switch Machine

MADE IN THE USA
800-6000 $18.95
6006 6-PACK $110.00
6012 12-PACK $210.00

- Enclosed Gear Drive Mechanism (NOT a Screw Drive Machine!)
- Simple Mounting - All Linkage Included!
- 2 Sets SPDT Auxiliary Contacts

Send SSAE for more info or $7.00 for complete 60 page Catalog & Application Book to:
CIRCUITRON
211 RocBaar Dr., Romeoville, IL 60446-1163

precision tools

Whether you’re a skilled model railroader, or a beginner putting together your very first layout, Xuron offers a complete line of premier quality hand tools that will enhance and simplify your work. From our world-famous Track Cutter to our not so famous (but just as terrific) Wire Strippers and Pliers, Xuron tools provide quality results time after time.

Xuron’s patented blade-by-pass Micro-Shear® cutting action ensures straight square cuts while our Lifetime guaranteed Light-Touch™ return spring and cushioned Xuro-Rubber™ grips provide all day comfort. Made In USA

SHOWN:
2175B Track Cutter
505 Wire Stripper
450 Tweezernose™ Plier

Please call or write for (free) full line catalog. www.xuron.com
US & Canadian Sales Xuron Corporation, 62 Industrial Park Road, Sauc, ME 04072 • TEL. 207 / 283-1401 • sales@xuron.com
International Sales ZED Group, Chelsea, MA 02150 • TEL. 617/889-2220 • rzisa@zedgroupinc.com

MYTHBUSTERS

INSURANCE MYTH:
My collection is covered by my homeowners' insurance.

THE FACTS:
In most cases, your homeowners’ is not nearly enough to protect your collection.

COLLECTIBLES
INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC
Visit www.collectinsure.com
to find out why and get an instant quote, or call
888.837.9537
For a full list of mythbusters, visit our website.

For 20 years, SoundTraxx has continued to offer the best in digital sound. Now we have three more exciting selections to add to your railroad!

For Diesel aficionados, we’ve added an EMD 645 Prime Mover in a Non-Turbocharged version for your GP38, SD38, SW1500 and many others. Other cool sounds include engine startup and shutdown, radiator fans, dynamic brakels, bell, short and long horns, manual or automatic notching and more! For steam lovers, we’ve added our ‘Southern Steam’, with a new collection from south of the Mason-Dixon. And for those lovers of ‘character’, we have our new Galloping Goose, best known from days on the Rio Grande Southern, but also great for other rail trucks and buses.

SoundTraxx Tsunami® Digital Sound Decoders need no programming devices, special software or advanced degrees in electronics to use! Tsunami’s 16-bit digital sound processor provides a cacophony of sounds for each prototype. Each is packed with multiple horn or whistle sections appropriate to the prototype and era.

Each is available now in various models to suit a variety of locomotive manufacturers and model sizes starting at less than $100.

EAR CANDY.
Great New Sounds!

For Diesel aficionados, we’ve added an EMD 645 Prime Mover in a Non-Turbocharged version for your GP38, SD38, SW1500 and many others. Other cool sounds include engine startup and shutdown, radiator fans, dynamic brakels, bell, short and long horns, manual or automatic notching and more! For steam lovers, we’ve added our ‘Southern Steam’, with a new collection from south of the Mason-Dixon. And for those lovers of ‘character’, we have our new Galloping Goose, best known from days on the Rio Grande Southern, but also great for other rail trucks and buses.

SoundTraxx Tsunami® Digital Sound Decoders need no programming devices, special software or advanced degrees in electronics to use! Tsunami’s 16-bit digital sound processor provides a cacophony of sounds for each prototype. Each is packed with multiple horn or whistle sections appropriate to the prototype and era.

Each is available now in various models to suit a variety of locomotive manufacturers and model sizes starting at less than $100.

SoundTraxx®
Tsunami®

Not sure what you need? Visit the ‘Quick Links’ on our newly revised website for sound samples and help with model selection!
A home computer and digital photography make it easy to publish an interesting “company” newsletter for your operators. Alan Saatkamp photo

Newsletters to inform and entertain your guests

Having friends over to operate my HO scale Wisconsin-Dakota RR is a lot of fun, so I decided to report the railroad’s ongoing activities to my guests and operators with a prototype-style newsletter.

My first effort, Points from the Junction, was named after a division point on my model railroad. It provided information about operating sessions and kept my operators up to date about recent changes on the railroad, such as the arrival of new locomotives and rolling stock. I also found my newsletter was a great way to recognize and thank my friends for their special contributions.

Points from the Junction began with a modest two pages of single-spaced text. I published it three times in one year and distributed copies prior to operating sessions.

A move back to South Dakota gave me the opportunity to build a new model railroad. This time I’ve combined elements of the Wisconsin & Southern (WSOR) which interchanges traffic with another favorite regional railroad, the Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern (DM&E). During the new layout’s planning process, I decided to rename the newsletter Prairie Ponderings to capture more of the Midwest’s granger railroad flavor.

I publish Prairie Ponderings quarterly, and it still offers news of the model railroad. But I’ve given it another dimension by using modeler’s license to bend reality for my purposes. By blending real events with the layout activities, the newsletter adds realism.

For example, when model DM&E boxcars became available, my railroad’s management announced the new arrivals and explained how these new cars would generate additional revenue. Likewise, when model WSOR grain hoppers showed up, their acquisition was announced with a note that they were assigned to haul corn to an on-line ethanol plant in Milton, Wis.

My friends and operators continually offer help and useful suggestions to improve the railroad, so I recognize their contributions in the newsletter. In the process, I add appropriate titles to enhance their credibility. Thus, Tim’s comments about potential improvements to the yard are attributed to Davis Junction Yardmaster Tim Smith. And my mentor Gary Freseman’s recommendation for a crossover also recognizes him as a consultant. After all, that’s the role Gary has ably fulfilled on my last three layouts. Everyone enjoys seeing their names in print and being realistically woven into the fabric of the W-D RR.

**Get Yours Guaranteed**

Genesis presents the Weathered Big Boy. Exquisite skillfully applied factory weathering will give these venerable powerhouses a realistic “in service” look right out of the box. Stop by your neighborhood train store between April 22 and May 15 to see these and other upcoming releases for yourself and to place your order.

The Genesis Weathered Big Boy models include:

- Individually applied detail parts such as piping, valves and generators
- Blackened metal RP25 wheels.
- Eccentric cranks operating on both sides in correct direction
- Front and rear engines (cylinders and coupled drive wheel sets), both pivot for 22-inch recommended minimum radius
- Pilot has open/closed positions
- Coupler pocket can be inserted to mount the coupler
- Adjustable cab windows and opening doors
- Headlights and tender lighting feature directional light change and number boards are also lighted
- Five-pole, skewed armature motor with two flywheels for very smooth running
- Cab hatches can be either closed or open
- See-through running boards
- Ready for aftermarket smoke unit installation with no soldering needed
- Sound unit features factory installed DCC sound board and speaker
- DCC decoder automatically senses the power supply type (either DC or NMRA compliant DCC system)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Weathered</th>
<th>w/ Sound</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G97200 #4001</td>
<td>No Sound</td>
<td>$364.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G97200 #4001</td>
<td>w/ Sound</td>
<td>$464.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G97201 #4007</td>
<td>No Sound</td>
<td>$364.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G97201 #4007</td>
<td>w/ Sound</td>
<td>$464.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G97202 #4016</td>
<td>No Sound</td>
<td>$364.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G97202 #4016</td>
<td>w/ Sound</td>
<td>$464.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Union Pacific licensed product*
ATHEARN GENESIS ENGINES
4-8-4 UNION PACIFIC FEF-2 OR -3 319.99
F-3 AB SET PRRR FREIGHT (Both POWERED) 289.99
F-7 AB SET B&O SP (Both POWERED) 389.99
F-7 ABA UNION PACIFIC (PM FREIGHT) 474.99
MP-15AC CSX SOO LINE (BANDIT) 189.99
ATLAS "GOLD EDITION" DIESEL ENGINES
SANTA FE B23-7 149.99
SCL SDP-35 ALL 3 #'s AVAILABLE 159.99
UNION PACIFIC 6-40CW 214.99
BURLINGTON NORTHERN SANTA FE 8-40BW 219.99
MP-15DC AMT CNW CP CSX SRR 219.99
GP40-2 ARR CONRAIL CSX FEC 219.99
WORLD-WIDE SHIPPING
Available-Give Us A Call

PROTO-2000 HERITAGESTREAM
2-8-4 MIKADO B&O, NYC, PRR, UP 399.99
3-8-2 BOBCAT UP 489.99
2-8-4-6-4 SENTINEL OCTAGONAL LE B&O 369.99
3-8-2 BLACK TIE UP 319.99
2-10-2 AO & BC RAILWAYS 329.99
SP "DAYLIGHT" 8-CAR PASS SET 449.99
ADD-ON ARTICULATED COACH SET 219.99
ADC-ON CHAIR PASSENGER CAR 64.99
SD-70ACe OR SD70M-2 MULTIPLE ROADS 229.99
N & W 4-8-4 "J" MULTIPLE NUMBERS 399.99
UP 4-12-2 "9000" MULTIPLE NUMBERS 489.99
BLUENILE SOUND-EQUIPPED (w/o DCC) 209.99

HERITAGE DIESSELS
F-7AB ATSF PRR UP 279.99
F-9 CHESSE & OR PRR 169.99
GP-7 OR UP 189.99
SW-1000 OR N&W SP 185.99
U-30B ACL OR SAL 139.99

2-6-6-4 \& 2-6-0, 2-8-0 G&SW RAILWAYS 279.99
MP-15DC AMT CNW CP CSX SRR 219.99
GP40-2 ARR CONRAIL CSX FEC 219.99
N & W CLASS A 2-6-6-2 279.99

KATO UP SD98-2 OR AMT F40PH 179.99
ROUNDHOUSE 2-6-4-4-4-2 2-8-CARS 179.99

BLACKSTONE MODELS ENG & CARs

SD-402 UP SD40-2 239.99
SD-402 UP SD40-2 239.99
SD-402 UP SD40-2 239.99
SD-402 UP SD40-2 239.99

4-8-4 "J" UNION PACIFIC 219.99
4-8-2 B&O 279.99
2-10-2 CPR 229.99
2-10-2 CPR 229.99
3-8-2 OR NJC 279.99

Prices listed are for mail order only and subject to change. Quantities are limited. Not responsible for errors in printing. Florida residents add sales tax. Free limited UPS shipping charges additional minimum shipping charge $5.00. 10-day return for unused goods. 15% restocking fee.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

#1 in Sales & Support of Loco DC/DCC Sound Systems!

We have Sold, Installed and Supported More DC/DCC Sound than Anyone!

We offer and support sound decoders offered by LokSound, MRC, QSI, and Soundtraxx for DC (analog), DCC, and GWire applications.

The Best Sound is Only Realized by Using the Best Speakers!

We tested and evaluated over 1000 speakers to offer you the best small speakers and enclosures available... now our TDS line. Our new line, the popular "High Bass" series is now being copied by others.

Whatever your Sound Decoder Needs and Price, We Are the Only Dealer with the Experience to Help you Choose the Best Option & the Support to Keep you Going!
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We offer and support sound decoders offered by LokSound, MRC, QSI, and Soundtraxx for DC (analog), DCC, and GWire applications.

The Best Sound is Only Realized by Using the Best Speakers!

We tested and evaluated over 1000 speakers to offer you the best small speakers and enclosures available... now our TDS line. Our new line, the popular "High Bass" series is now being copied by others.

Whatever your Sound Decoder Needs and Price, We Are the Only Dealer with the Experience to Help you Choose the Best Option & the Support to Keep you Going!

We tested and evaluated over 1000 speakers to offer you the best small speakers and enclosures available... now our TDS line. Our new line, the popular "High Bass" series is now being copied by others.

Whatever your Sound Decoder Needs and Price, We Are the Only Dealer with the Experience to Help you Choose the Best Option & the Support to Keep you Going!
Safety suggestions are credited in the same manner as their prototype counterparts, including a photo of the employee at work.

It's also fun to report on events that occur during operating sessions. When a crew shortage forced the superintendent (me) to operate trains, an appropriate headline proclaimed that a labor shortage led to management operation of some trains.

Over time, my improved computer skills have turned the newsletter into a monthly project. Digital images now add color. To top it off, my son Matt created a classy new masthead.

Prairie Ponderings is now an electronic communication sent to more than 60 friends across a dozen states and Canada. Most of these recipients have operated on my layout at various gatherings.

The newsletters also provide an excellent record of the railroad's history. In addition, the coverage provides a timeline of my layout.

If you enjoy writing and want to keep your friends up to date, consider publishing a newsletter. It's a chance to spotlight your efforts and add an additional measure of enjoyment to the World's Greatest Hobby. — Alan Saatkamp, Harrisburg, S.D.

I've just finished building a Tichy 120-ton wrecking crane kit and a boom car. Since it's a steam crane, I'd like to know where the coal and water were stored to keep it running? I've seen photos of these cranes at wreck sites, but seldom see a coal tender.

Ralph Symington, Groveland, Mass.

I found the answer to this question in an old Industrial Brownhoist steam crane catalog in our David P. Morgan Memorial Library.

Industrial-Brownhoist built its 120-ton crane with a squat, vertical boiler centered at the rear of the cab. The heavy hoist machinery was placed over the center pivot to help balance the machine.

If you consider the boom as the front, the left rear corner of the cab was occupied by a 500-gallon water tank, and the right rear corner had a coal bunker that held about a ton of coal. A roof hatch allowed the crane to be filled at a locomotive coaling tipple. Depending upon how much work the crane was actually doing, this water and coal supply could last for quite some time.

Steam cranes normally required a two-man crew: one man operated the hoist following hand signals from the wreckmaster on the ground, while a second man tended the boiler as a fireman. Two or three additional helpers worked on the ground to adjust the outriggers and prepare for lifts.

Most steam wreckers had a small tender nearby for supplies. If needed, refueling was handled by a bucket brigade that passed buckets of coal up to the roof hatch. — Jim Hediger, senior editor

Steam wrecking cranes came in many sizes, but they all share a similar internal cab layout for operation with a two-man crew. Don Sims photo

Send your questions about prototype railroading to Information Desk, Model Railroader magazine, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187, or e-mail proto@mrmag.com. We regret we can't answer all the questions we receive.
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The newsletters also provide an excellent record of the railroad's history. In addition, the coverage provides a timeline of my layout.

If you enjoy writing and want to keep your friends up to date, consider publishing a newsletter. It's a chance to spotlight your efforts and add an additional measure of enjoyment to the World's Greatest Hobby. — Alan Saatkamp, Harrisburg, S.D.

Steam cranes normally required a two-man crew: one man operated the hoist following hand signals from the wreckmaster on the ground, while a second man tended the boiler as a fireman. Two or three additional helpers worked on the ground to adjust the outriggers and prepare for lifts.
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Send your questions about prototype railroading to Information Desk, Model Railroader magazine, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187, or e-mail proto@mrmag.com. We regret we can't answer all the questions we receive.

Get Yours — Guaranteed

Between April 22 and May 15 you have the opportunity to see upcoming releases and to order them for your layout. As a part of those releases, Athearn brings you the 50-foot Trinity Hopper from its award-winning line of rolling stock.

The model features:
- Razor-sharp printing and painting
- Machined metal wheels—Ready-To-Roll sideframes
- Weighted for optimal performance
- Installed wire grab irons
- Etched metal roofwalks
- Fully assembled
- McHenry® scale knuckle spring couplers

89266 Union Pacific/CHTT #721005 $29.98
89267 Union Pacific/CHTT #721532 $29.98
89268 Union Pacific/CHTT #720836 $29.98
89269 Union Pacific/CHTT #721724 $29.98
89270 Union Pacific/CHTT #721287 $29.98
89271 Union Pacific/CHTT #721848 $29.98
89272 BNSF #472521 $29.98
89273 BNSF #471962 $29.98
89274 BNSF #472444 $29.98
89275 BNSF #471691 $29.98
89276 BNSF #473839 $29.98
89277 BNSF #476889 $29.98
89278 BNSF Railway #482710 $29.98
89279 BNSF Railway #482853 $29.98
89280 BNSF Railway #488461 $29.98
89281 BNSF Railway #480632 $29.98
89282 BNSF Railway #481584 $29.98
89283 BNSF Railway #488470 $29.98
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RAIL CLEANERS
THE ONES THAT WORK
NON ABRASIVE NON DERAILING
CLEANS RAILS AND WHEELS
ENGINES RUN SMOOTHER
NO MISSED SPOTS, EVEN IN TUNNELS
GAUGES - N, HO, OO, S, SN3, O, G
A PATENTED BETTER IDEA FROM
CENTERLINE PRODUCTS, LLC
1229 E. 4TH STREET, RENO, NV 89512
TEL (775) 337-6662 FAX (775) 337-6663
www.centerline-products.com
info@centerline-products.com

BULLFROG
SNOT®
Slippery Steamers? GET A GRIP!
Malingering Mallets?
Deficient Diesels?
Slothful Switchers?
Universal
No Disassembly
No Special Tools
Liquid Plastic
TRACTION TIRES
WWW.BULLFROGSNOT.COM
IT WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU RUN YOUR TRAINS

RAIL CLEANERS
THE ONES THAT WORK
NON ABRASIVE NON DERAILING
CLEANS RAILS AND WHEELS
ENGINES RUN SMOOTHER
NO MISSED SPOTS, EVEN IN TUNNELS
GAUGES - N, HO, OO, S, SN3, O, G
A PATENTED BETTER IDEA FROM
CENTERLINE PRODUCTS, LLC
1229 E. 4TH STREET, RENO, NV 89512
TEL (775) 337-6662 FAX (775) 337-6663
www.centerline-products.com
info@centerline-products.com

NEW N&O Scale Scenic Accents
O scale
Camps
O scale
Canoers
O scale
Family Fishing
O scale
Loading Dock Details
N scale
Backyard Barbeque
N scale
People Walking
N scale
Loading Dock Details

Division Point
the best brass models you've never heard of

Arrived and in stock:
The D&H's ex-D&RGW Pullman-Standard lightweight passenger cars (with interiors and lighting) in blue and yellow scheme.
DP-9190, #21-23 Coach
DP-9191, #41 Diner-Lounge
DP-9192, #43 Lunch Counter-Lounge-Buffet
DP-9193, #51,52 Baggage Car
DP-9194, #56 RPO-Baggage-Express
Call your dealer to reserve yours!
303-499-5909 www.divisionpoint.com orders@divisionpoint.com

and to pull your D&H passenger consist:
DP-6834 D&H Alco RS-3 (ex-B&M) 1508,1536 in blue/silver/yellow scheme
DP-2598 D&H Alco PA-4 cab unit in blue/silver/yellow "lightning stripe" scheme

Caboose Hobbies
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MODEL TRAIN STORE
www.caboosehobbies.com
500 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80209-4002
Phone: (303) 777-6766-Orders Only: (800) 886-1813- Fax (303) 777-0028

Loading Dock Details
People Walking
Backyard Barbeque
Family Fishing
Canoers
Loading Dock Details

WOODLAND SCENICS®
www.woodlandsценics.com

People Walking
Backyard Barbeque
Greg Wright’s layout room includes this emergency exit through a ground-level window concealed by a backdrop on a window shade.

How safe are your guests in your railroad room?

We spend a lot of time in our railroad rooms, and in an emergency we could get out blindfolded, but what about our guests? In most cases, our operating sessions occur at night and may involve five or more friends and guests. These visitors have varying knowledge of our layout room and the maze we’ve created to cram the most railroad and operation possible into our space.

If the power goes out, the layout owner won’t have a problem navigating in the darkness. However, guests are also plunged into darkness, and few will know the maze nearly well enough to get out. The risk of serious injury, especially from a duckunder entrance, is high. And, in the confusion, prized models could be damaged as someone feels their way out. Since many model railroads are built in basements, the safe path out of the house becomes even more treacherous in the dark.

Fortunately, there’s an easy, low-priced solution. Residential exit lighting that turns on automatically when the power goes out is a common item at home improvement stores. Many of these compact lighting units simply plug into a convenient outlet, and use low-voltage lamps any modeler can install and wire to provide light to get everyone to safety. It only takes one or two of these handy units to provide sufficient emergency illumination to cover most home layouts and their surroundings.

Greg disassembled his emergency lighting unit to separate the lamps. One illuminates the layout room, while this one is wall-mounted to light the clear path to the outside.

Get Yours — Guaranteed

Make sure you’re getting Athearn’s newest products. Beat the crowd by heading to your local train store between April 22 and May 15 to check out our new releases and place your orders. One of the many new products we’re bringing you is the Athearn® HO scale Ready To Roll® SD40-2.

A few of the features you’ll love are:

- Upgraded tooling
- Celcon handrails
- Separately applied wire grab irons
- Window glazing
- Separately applied air tanks
- Operating headlights utilizing microbulbs
- DCC-ready using Quick Plug technology
- McHenry® scale knuckle spring couplers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Nose</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95267</td>
<td>MKT #639, 88&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95268</td>
<td>MKT #632, 88&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95269</td>
<td>MKT #635, 88&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95270</td>
<td>CN #6103, 81&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95271</td>
<td>CN #6125, 81&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95272</td>
<td>CN #6118, 81&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95273</td>
<td>NW #1627, 81&quot; High Nose</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95274</td>
<td>NW #1632, 81&quot; High Nose</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95275</td>
<td>NW #1635, 81&quot; High Nose</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95276</td>
<td>OW #9950, 88&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95277</td>
<td>OW #9952, 88&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95278</td>
<td>OW #9954, 88&quot;</td>
<td>$109.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Union Pacific licensed product
I prefer the lighting units that include adjustable lamps that can be aimed to illuminate a safe exit path, but any light is better than no light. In some locations, a rechargeable flashlight that plugs into a wall outlet and turns on if the power goes out will do the trick.

I purchased a dual-light unit at my local home improvement store for $40. After separating one of the low-voltage lamps from the base unit, I mounted the base on the wall to illuminate the layout room, the route to the primary exit door, and my emergency exit. I extended the low-voltage wiring through the layout room wall and positioned the second light on the outside of a door frame to illuminate the safe path from the layout room exit, through the attached garage, to the outdoors.

An alternate exit is also important. In addition to the normal entry door, my layout room also has an emergency exit through a window at the other end. Alternate exits are less common in deep basements, but a window big enough to squeeze through in an emergency can be your best friend if something happens and the primary exit is blocked.

Having an emergency exit need not take away from the layout space. I use a backdrop painted on a wide window shade, a light-weight building flat, and some plastic piping to mask my emergency exit.

The location of the exit is marked with a red "WINDOW EXIT HERE" sign on the edge of the layout, and a sturdy, low bench under the layout provides a step to make egress easier. I consider the scenery in this area to be expendable since anyone using this emergency exit will probably cause some damage in the few seconds it would take to open the exit and climb out. However, that's insignificant in the face of life safety.

As a 24-year veteran officer in my city's fire department, I'm more aware of these personal safety issues than most modelers. Fire safety is a high priority around my home and something that everyone should be more aware of. — Greg Wright, Assistant Fire Chief and Emergency Management Coordinator, Olympia, Wash.

**Wood kit preparation.** From personal experience, I've learned that a little preparation makes it much easier to build laser-cut wood structures. Before I begin any trimming or construction, I use a 1/8" paintbrush to apply a coat of indoor sanding sealer on both sides of the thin plywood walls. After the sealer is dry, I lightly sand each sheet with 600-grit emery paper.

These smooth, sealed surfaces make a better bond with the stick-on adhesives used for the window sills and trim. And when it's time to finish the structure, the sealer reduces the amount of paint that soaks into the wood to keep from raising the grain or warping the parts. Using the sealer inside and out also protects the model from moisture that can warp the walls. — Bruce Petty, Dunsmuir, Calif.

I acquired an Ambroid Boston & Maine open-platform wood coach kit that's at least 40 years old. The wood is in good shape, so where do I start and what kind of glue do you recommend?

Michael B. Shavelson, Passaic, N.J.

These popular craftsman kits were made of excellent kiln-dried basswood. Since the wood parts were unaffected by their long storage, the kit can be assembled as shown in the original instructions. Use a new, sharp hobby knife blade to trim the various parts to size without crushing the wood. When it comes to assembling wood kits, I prefer Titebond Original Wood Glue, which is sold by most hardware and woodworking suppliers. — Jim Hediger, senior editor

Workshop will pay $25 for published tips. Send your modeling and layout-building questions and ideas to Workshop, Model Railroader magazine, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187, or e-mail workshop@mrmag.com. We regret we can't answer all the questions we receive. There is no payment for questions; tips are paid for upon publication.
NWSL

Need to rebuild or upgrade that eBay or swap meet special? NorthWest Short Line is your single source for replacement or upgrade motors, gears, wheelsets and more. Please note our new address. We look forward to serving you.

NWSL PO Box 1349, Hamilton, MT 59840
(406)-375-7555 www.nwsl.com

We Handle the Details

Micro Engineering bridges don’t require super detailing—they come that way. Our line of forty five bridge kits and assorted bridge parts in HO, HOn3, & N have all been designed to look just like the prototypes, right down to the last rivet head. See the line of Micro Engineering Bridges at your dealer or order direct. Call for brochure / price list.

1120 Eagle Rd.
Fenton, MO 63026

www.1stPlaceHobbies.com

Toll Free: 1-888-750-7256
Mon.-Fri. 10:00am - 5:00pm EST

Nearly 100,000 items online - 400 Manufacturers - 21 Separate Categories
Secure online ordering - Full Search Enabled - Easy Navigation - Order Tracking

6,400+ Locomotives
16,100+ Freight Cars
4,400+ Passenger Cars
5,500+ Structures
3,500+ Track items
4,900+ Scenery items
14,000+ Super detailing parts
2,700+ Electrical/Power components
570+ Train sets
7,200+ Vehicles
2,900+ Figures

3,700+ Scratch building items
750+ Signals & Signs
2,300+ Couplers & Trucks
1,900+ Paints & Supplies
6,900+ Books & Videos
2,400+ Tools
6,100+ Decals
2,000+ Adhesives/Solvents
240+ Streetcars & Trolleys
250+ Circus items

Our website is updated everyday so that the most current products are always available to you.
No matter what scale you model, you will find everything you need right here.

Discounts up to 40% - All scales available

1st Place Hobbies
All your model railroading supplies at super discounted prices!
Now Arriving - 7th Car for Your 20th Century Limited Train!

Check out the complete 20th Century Limited at your local hobby dealer—visit www.walthers.com to find a store near you. More product info online at http://www.walthers.com/nyc7

*Delivery date and price shown was accurate at press time, for updates, visit walthers.com. Preproduction model shown with modeler-applied grab irons installed and painted; some details may vary. CSX Proprietary marks used by permission of CSX Transportation, Inc. ©2009 Wm. K. Walthers, Inc.
Adding lights to an existing scene is a project that can be completed in a couple of evenings. Cody Grivno shows you how he illuminated the town of Mukwonago on the HO scale Milwaukee, Racine & Troy. Jim Forbes photo

Adding lights to a scene

Real railroads operate around the clock, meaning that we can add night operations to our model railroad. One of the ways we can make our “nighttime” operating sessions more realistic is by adding lights to structures, vehicles, and station platforms. This month, I’ll show you how I illuminated Mukwonago on our HO scale Milwaukee, Racine & Troy layout.

Regular readers of Model Railroader will recognize Mukwonago from previous Step by Step columns. Managing editor David Popp showed how to model a commuter station (May 2007) and an alley scene (August 2007). Adding lights to an existing scene requires planning up front, so draw a diagram to see how your proposed lighting project will work.

When working on a wiring project, be prepared for surprises. For example, the lights over the Mukwonago station signs shown in step 3 on page 34 operate at a lower voltage than the rest of the lights and require resistors. After installation, I tested them, and the filaments on these bulbs were barely glowing. After talking with editor Neil Besougloff and executive editor Andy Sperandeo, we determined the supplied resistors for those bulbs weren’t right for our application.

Fortunately, Andy knew we had a decade box (available from Mouser) for testing resistors. It turns out the supplied 470 ohm resistor was too strong for our circuit. We needed a 1/2 watt, 330 ohm resistor instead.

Lighting projects require patience and attention to detail, so work carefully. In the end, you’ll be rewarded with a scene that will be a real attention getter. MR

More on our Web site
Subscribers can get modeling tips and see the latest new products on “Cody’s Office.” The weekly program is available only at ModelRailroader.com.
**Step 1 Drafting a plan**

As with any project, it's good to have a plan of attack before starting. David developed the wiring diagram shown here for our Mukwonago scene.

You'll notice that on the house and bar, which have two lights each, that there is only one set of wires that connect to the bus. That's because I wired the bulbs together inside the structures, giving me fewer feeder wires to deal with under the layout. I wired these lights in parallel.

For more detail on wiring the structures, see **step 3** below and on the next page.

---

**Step 2 Preparing the buildings**

I didn't want to illuminate each and every structure window, which would be unrealistic. To prevent light from shining through windows, I masked off select windows with Scotch-Blue painter's tape and then sprayed the interior of each building with Polly Scale Steam Power Black. The dark paint not only prevents light from shining through the windows, it keeps light from glowing through the plastic walls too.

---

**Step 3 Installing the lights**

Next, I added lights to the buildings. I used Brawa no. 3415 bulbs for the interior lights. To keep the bulbs (and bases) out of sight, I mounted them above the doors and windows with double-sided foam tape. I ran the wires between the doors and windows so they wouldn't dangle in front of the clear glazing.

I used Walthers and Miniatronics lamps for the exterior lights. Before I installed the Walthers lamps (933-1094), I measured $\frac{5}{16}$" above the selected doors. At that height, I marked the center of the door, then drilled an $\frac{3}{8}$" opening for the wires. I cemented the lamp to the building with cyanoacrylate adhesive (CA).
Since the scene includes a commuter station, there are plenty of vehicles in the lot. I thought it would be neat to have at least one vehicle with its headlights and taillights on. Busch produces a Chrysler minivan that has such features. Like the building lights, the van has two wires that I attached to the lighting bus.

I installed the Miniatronics lamps (72-315-03) above the station signs on the depot using the same technique (but a smaller drill bit) shown on page 33. These 1.5V lights needed resistors to be used with our 12 volt (V) power supply. I used an ¼W, 3300 resistor with each lamp, as shown in the diagram in step 1.

The house has an interior and exterior light. To reduce the number of feeder wires I’d need to attach to the bus, I soldered the wires from the Brawa light to those from the Walthers lamp. Both the insulation and the wire on the lamp leads are delicate, so use care when stripping the ends for soldering.

The lights are powered by a 12V, 1.5 amp power supply (RadioShack no. 273-1775). I first removed the adapter plug with a pair of wire cutters. Then I pulled the two wires apart. The strand with the numbers is the negative and is attached to the bus. The strand with the dashed lines is positive and is attached to a single-pole single-throw (SPST) switch.

The scenery base at Mukwonago is a mixture of plywood and extruded-foam insulation board. I marked the locations where the wires would pass through the layout and drilled holes at these spots. To make it easier to feed the wires through the foam and plywood, I inserted small coffee straws into the holes and fed the wires through the smooth straws.
Step 6 Making the connections

To reduce the amount of soldering I'd have to do beneath the layout, I used 3M ScotchLok insulation displacement (suitcase) connectors, which are available from Mouser, Micro-Mark, and most hardware and home improvement stores. The connectors are offered for various gauges of wire, so select the ones that are appropriate for your project.

To use the connectors, I placed the 18AWG bus wire into the top connector. Then I slid the feeder into the bottom opening. Once the wires were in place, I used a ScotchLok Crimping Tool (a pair of pliers would also work) to press the metal connecting bar into place. Once that was set, I snapped the plastic cover over the connector.

The wires from the lights are too thin to work with the ScotchLok connectors. I rectified this situation by using 18AWG stranded copper wire to transition from the suitcase connectors to the wires from the lights. I made a loop at the end of the 18AWG wire and tinned it. Then I ran the stripped end of the thin wire through the opening and wrapped it around the heavier-gauge wire. It's important to form a good mechanical joint before applying the solder. To prevent a cold joint (one not heated long enough to activate the bond between the wires and molten solder), I applied the heat on the larger side of the wire splice, and then touched the solder to the opposite side until it melted and flowed in.

Step 7 Putting it to the test

With all of the wiring complete, it was time to make a final inspection with the overhead lights turned off. Though all of the lights worked, I discovered two light leaks. The leak at the base of the house was easy to fix. I soaked the ground foam with isopropyl alcohol to reactivate the scenery adhesive, and pressed the house back into the foam, as shown above.

However, the leak at the base of the store shown above couldn't be fixed the same way. The garbage cans helped conceal some of the light. To prevent the light from glowing under the door, I had to improvise. I used full-strength Elmer's glue to attach a small dark gray foam block by the door. Much like weatherstripping stops drafts, the foam stops light leaks.
Bulbs, wire, and power:
The basics of lighting scenes on your model railroad

Enhance your layout with miniature lighting

By Paul J. Dolkos • Photos by the author
This rayon plant, built by Richard Daniels and shown on Jim Brewer's HO scale Norfolk & Western, has nearly 500 miniature light bulbs. Author Paul Dolkos shares ideas for using scenic lighting on your layout.

We appreciate the glow of a locomotive's headlight and trackside signals, so why not extend that appeal throughout our layouts? Scenic lighting can range from a fully illuminated industrial complex, such as the one shown above, to a single lighted window in a house. Scenic lighting isn’t difficult to install. It’s just a matter of connecting multiple low-voltage bulbs.

No matter what type of scenic lighting you want to use, you need to plan for it before you start building structures or adding scenery to your layout. In this article I’ll cover the basics. [Additional application information can be found in Step by Step on page 32 and on the manufacturers’ Web sites listed on page 40 – Ed.]

Types of bulbs

There are a variety of miniature bulbs that can be used for scenic lighting. They’re typically rated from 1.5 to 14 volts (V). The tiny 1.5V bulbs are delicate and should be reserved for special applications where size is critical, such as a marker light on a chimney or tall antenna mast, as shown in fig. 1. Otherwise, use a standard bulb voltage so you’re always certain what power is required.

Richard Daniels, who lighted and built the rayon plant shown above left, recommends 12V bulbs. These long-lasting bulbs provide a lot of light and are offered in various colors and sizes.

One common bulb size is “grain-of-wheat,” ¼” (about 3mm) in diameter. Another common small size is “grain-
of rice, 3/16" (about 2mm) in diameter. There are also 5mm-diameter lamps. See fig. 2 on the previous page for samples of 2mm and 3mm bulbs.

In addition to incandescent bulbs, which lend a pleasing warm color to a model scene, there are miniature fluorescent lamps, fiber-optic strands, and bright light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

**Power supplies**

One or more power supplies will be required for scenic lights on a layout. Though any power supply with an output that matches the bulb voltage will work, Richard recommends using a regulated supply because it suppresses power line surges. This significantly increases the life of the bulbs.

Power supplies must also be able to handle the current required for the number of bulbs used. Miniature bulbs typically draw from 30 to 80 milliamps (mA). The basic math is that with one amp (1000mA) of current, with loading conservatively at 80 percent of capacity as a safeguard, ten 80mA lamps can be powered. So for an urban scene with numerous lights, a 3-amp or larger supply is recommended. Separate power supplies are ideal if you have several illuminated scenes.

Power supplies are available from electronic suppliers listed on page 40, including All Electronics, Mouser, Parts Express, and RadioShack, as well as some of the model lighting manufacturers. If you operate sound-equipped locomotives, be aware that some of the high-current power supplies have cooling fans that emit noise that may compete with your engines.

Model railroad power packs can also be used as a direct current (DC) power source, but many aren't regulated. Since the voltage level varies when using the speed control, it's possible to accidently increase the voltage beyond the bulb rating. Small alternating current (AC) power adapters usually have limited current output. Though many of these aren't regulated either, they can be used to power a handful of bulbs.

In one instance I connected the bulbs in a station to my Digital Command Control (DCC) power bus because it was readily available and the building was the only lighted structure on the layout. However, having several bulbs connected to the power bus isn't recommended, as they could impose a significant current draw on the system and make it difficult to operate trains.

Since you probably won't have your scenic lighting on all of the time, it's advisable to install easily accessible...
on-off switches under the front edge of the layout. This not only helps extend bulb life, it makes troubleshooting easier.

**Installing interior lighting**

If you want to install lights in a building, there are a number of questions to consider. Do you want lights to show in all windows or should some remain dark? With illumination, will you be able to see inside, making interior detailing necessary? Are the walls opaque enough to prevent the building from glowing? How will you reach the bulbs if you need to replace them? Do you want to remove the building from the layout for routine maintenance or display? The answers to these questions will influence how you build the structure.

Typically not all rooms in a building are illuminated at one time. For example, a residence may have some first floor lights and few upstairs lights on early in the evening. To create this effect in a model structure, interior walls or baffles have to be installed to partition the light, as shown in fig. 3 on the opposite page.

Without interior lighting, it's difficult to see inside a structure. When you add lights, the building's interior is visible and details need to be added, as shown in fig. 4.

If the structure walls are made of plastic or any material that isn't opaque, paint the inside walls black and then the desired wall color. It's wise to make the roof or floor of the building removable so the bulbs can be easily replaced if one burns out.

Making structures easily accessible is also handy if you want to install a terminal block or small plug on the wires running into the structure. However, make sure the seams are tight, otherwise there will be light leaks.

Lighting structures, especially commercial and industrial enterprises, requires many bulbs. Running a pair of wires to each bulb can create a potential rat's nest of wiring that may be visible through the windows. An alternative is to use self-adhesive copper foil tape, shown in fig. 5, which is used in the construction of stained-glass windows and by dollhouse hobbyists. The 1/4"-wide tape can be split in half when fewer than five bulbs are in the circuit. The tape can be run throughout the structure, as shown in figs. 3 and 6, and the wires can be soldered to the tape. It can also be painted to match interior walls.

When installing lights, wire them in parallel. Assuming adequate current,

---

*Fig. 6 Crossing paths. Blue masking tape insulates the crossing of two strips of copper foil tape. The primary electrical feeds, bulb leads, and junctions between two piece of copper foil are connected with solder.*

*Fig. 7 Quick lamp shades. When precise detail isn't required, you can make exterior lamps by cementing a no. 2 washer on a grain-of-rice bulb. Paul applied layers of thick cyanoacrylate adhesive to give the shade its basic shape.*

*Fig. 8 Street lights. Brawa makes an assortment of street lights that plug into flush-mounted pin sockets. Since the sockets are spring loaded, if the pole is bumped, it's not likely to break. Jim Forbes photo*
Lighting suppliers

[We have attempted to provide a complete listing but may have missed some suppliers. We welcome any additions. — Ed.]

**All Electronics**
149 Oxnard St.
Van Nuys, CA 91411
www.allelectronics.com
Products: Bulbs, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and power supplies

**Brawa**
P.O. Box 1274
Uferstrasse 26-28
73625 Remshalden, Germany
www.brawa.de/en
Products: Street lights and lighting accessories

**Busch**
Heidelberger Strasse 26
D-68519 Viernheim, Germany
www.busch-model.com/ english.htm
Products: Animated lighting and vehicle lights

**Circuitron**
211 RocBaar Dr.
Romeoville, IL 60446
www.circuitron.com
Products: Bulbs, LEDs, and special lighting circuits

**Delphi Creativity Group**
3380 E. Jolly Rd.
Lansing, MI 48910
www.delphiglass.com
Product: Copper foil tape

**Evan Designs**
P.O. Box 2044
Broomfield, CO 80038
www.modeltrainsoftware.com
Products: LEDs and special-effect lighting kits

**Gebr. Faller GmbH**
Kreuzstrasse 9
78148 Gütenbach, Germany
www.faller.de
Products: Bulbs, LEDs, and power supplies

**GRS Micro Liting**
32 Wedlock Dr. SE
Rochester, MN 55904
www.grsmicroliting.com
Products: Floresta bulbs, vehicle lighting kits, strobes, and flashers

**Micro-Mark**
340 Snyder Ave.
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
www.micromark.com
Product: Bulbs

**Miniatronics**
561-K Acorn St.
Deer Park, NY 11729
www.miniatronics.com
Products: Bulbs, street lights, neon signs, and power supplies

**Mouser Electronics**
1000 N. Main St.
Mansfield, TX 76083
www.mouser.com
Products: Bulbs, power supplies, and electronic components

**Model Power**
180 Smith St.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
www.modelpower.com
Products: Assorted bulbs

**Ngineering**
20024 N.E. Bridled Rd.
Battle Ground, WA 98604
www.ngineering.com
Products: Assorted bulbs

**Parts Express**
www.parts-express.com
Products: LEDs, power supplies, and small bulbs

**Ram Track**
229 E. Rollins Rd.
Round Lake Beach, IL 60073
www.ramrcandramtrack.com
Products: LEDs and lighting kits

**Scale Shops**
713 Vista Way
Prescott, AZ 86303
scaleshops.com
Products: LEDs and lighting kits

**Walthers**
P.O. Box 3039
Milwaukee, WI 53201
www.walthers.com
Products: Working traffic lights and street lamps

**Brewer and Bill Day** for opening up their frequent writer and photographer for Model Railroader magazine. He'd like to thank Richard Daniels for sharing his experiences with scenic lighting and Jim Brewer and Bill Day for opening up their home layouts for photography.

**Exterior lighting**

Yard lights and lights over doorways and under canopies add to the overall scenic lighting effect because they illuminate a wider area. Doorway or porch lights can be a bulb with the wires stuck through the structure wall. You can either paint the top of the bulb to simulate a fixture or add a stamped metal shade such as the ones available from Campbell Scale Models (brass) and Ngineering (aluminum). Alternatively, you can put a no. 2 washer over a bulb and build up a shade using thick cyanoacrylate adhesive (CA), as shown in fig. 6 on the previous page.

Bare bulbs can be shielded on canopies with the canopy roof. For large-area illumination, a variety of lights on posts and poles are available in virtually any style desired. Brawa offers street lights that plug into flush-mounted pin sockets, shown in fig. 8, which makes installation easy. The sockets are spring loaded, so if the poles are bumped, they're less likely to break.

Each light also includes a small plug that looks like a manhole cover. This makes it easier to conceal the socket should you need to remove the light for maintenance, layout photography, or any other reason.

**Light up the night**

In addition to the scenic lighting techniques covered here, you can add illuminated signs, working traffic lights, and vehicle headlights and taillights. Special-effect circuits that simulate a flickering fire and the flash of a welding torch are also available. These circuits can enhance a campfire scene or the inside of a mechanic shop, respectively.

Though some advance planning is required, scenic lighting can enhance the realism of a model railroad. The ultimate payoff is the drama of watching trains operate through the soft glow of the lights. MR.
I have some Bachmann wood-deck flatcars that I use on my On2½ Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes RR. These models are well-detailed and include molded-in planks and wood grain on the deck. However, the deck is the same Tuscan Red color as the flatcar’s body, which doesn’t quite capture the gray, weather-beaten look of a prototype wood deck. I improved the look of the plastic flatcar deck by applying some quick and easy weathering techniques.

After having my good friend George Micklus paint and letter the flatcars for the SR&RL, I went to work making the plastic decks look more like wood. Using acrylic paints and powdered artist’s pastels, I finished the project in an evening.

I began by brush-painting the deck of each car with Polly Scale Reefer Gray. As soon as the base coat had dried to the touch, I used a no. 0 brush to paint individual boards at random. First I used Polly Scale D&H Gray and then New Gravel Gray, as shown in fig. 1.

**Weathering with pastels**

After the paint had dried, I used a stiff oil-painting brush to apply black and gray shades of Weber-Costello Hi-Fi Gray pastels, followed by two or three of the darker brown earth tones of Weber-Costello pastels as shown in fig. 2. These pastels come in sticks, so I scraped a hobby knife along each stick to form a powder that I could apply with a brush.

If you want, you can secure the pastels to the deck with a light application of Testor’s Dullcote. However, it will take longer to weather the deck because you’ll have to reapply dry colors each time the Dullcote is applied. Dullcote has a tendency to visually dissipate the powders. On this project, I didn’t bother with the Dullcote application since I don’t handle my equipment enough to warrant that step.

Figure 3 shows the dramatic results of the finished, detailed flatcar compared to the out-of-the box model. And that’s it, a quick, easy, one-evening project that improves the look of your model flatcar fleet. 

**Fig. 1 Shades of gray.** Lou began the project by brush-painting a base coat of Polly Scale Reefer Gray on the flatcar’s deck. He then painted random boards with Polly Scale D&H Gray and New Gravel Gray.

**Fig. 2 Weathering with pastels.** After the paint had dried, Lou weathered the deck with shades of black, gray, and brown powered artist’s pastels. To fix the pastels you can apply a mist of Testor’s Dullcote to the deck.

**Fig. 3 A big difference.** The finished flatcar on the right looks a lot more realistic than the freshly painted model on the left. In addition to flatcar decks, this technique works well on simulated wood structures too.

Lou Sassi is a longtime contributing photographer and author for Model Railroader and Great Model Railroads, and he has authored several books. Lou’s latest book is How to Build and Detail Model Railroad Scenes – Vol. 2. To order a copy, visit ModelRailroader.com or call 1-800-333-6644.
Turn a Proto 2000 locomotive into a model of an eye-catching prototype

By Craig Chandler • Photos by the author

At first glance, the locomotive has an odd look to it. Its cab looks too large, jutting up above the long hood. The angles on the sides of the cab roof are all wrong. It’s also my favorite locomotive. No matter what paint scheme it wears, you can’t hide the Santa Fe heritage of a rebuilt GP7u.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. rebuilt 298 Electro-Motive Division GP7s and GP9s between 1972 and 1981, according to The Contemporary Diesel Spotter’s Guide (Kalmbach Publishing Co., now out of print). Locomotives with and without dynamic brakes were rebuilt, along with former passenger GP7s with rooftop air tanks.

During the rebuilding project, the Geeps had their short hoods lowered. Those rebuilt after 1974 also received a new Topeka cab designed by the Santa Fe shops. Similar to the Santa Fe’s CF7 cab, it resembles the normal, angled EMD cab, though taller and with a wider roof. The combination of the sharply sloped roof and narrow number board gives this locomotive its distinctive look.

The cab roof is cluttered with an air horn and air conditioning unit, along with an antenna platform supported by small legs to raise it above the air conditioner. During the 1970s and ’80s, the units also had yellow rotating beacons opposite the air horn.

The locomotives were rebuilt with 567BC engines that had four exhaust stacks. The extra stacks, installed between the two original stacks, were taller than the originals. An engine compartment air vent was installed between the exhaust stacks and the front radiator fans.

The Santa Fe shops removed the dynamic brakes from the units that had them. The dynamic brake fan was removed and plated over, and two exhaust stacks were piped
Burlington Northern Santa Fe no. 1300 and Salina & Medicine Valley no. 7001, both Santa Fe-rebuilt GP7u diesels, idle in the yard on Craig Chandler’s HO scale layout. Craig shows how to kitbash these units from Proto 2000 Electro-Motive Division GP7s.

through the plate. The dynamic brake enclosure remained, but the air intake screens were covered.

Other visible changes include a modified side sill. The Santa Fe either cut several large slots in the sill to aid inspections or removed the sills entirely. They also removed the outside brake hangers from the trucks.

These units, painted in the yellow-and-blue freight warbonnet scheme, worked the Santa Fe’s yards and branches from the 1970s into the 90s.

The remaining fleet of Santa Fe GP7u locomotives went through the shops again in the mid-90s. This time, the headlights were relocated from the number board to the low hood, and the air horns were moved from the cab roof back onto the long hood. The two original (outer) exhaust stacks, half as tall as those added in the first rebuild, were extended to match the middle pair’s height.

Following the merger between the Burlington Northern and the Santa Fe, the GP7u’s were restenciled with Burlington Northern Santa Fe reporting marks and given new numbers. Several have been repainted in the orange-and-green Heritage I paint scheme.

Of the original 298 rebuilt engines, 64 – or about 20 percent – were still on the BNSF roster in 2007. Not bad for 50-year-old locomotives.

Modeling the GP7u

The details on many of the units have changed considerably in the 30-plus years since the first Geep went to the shops. Therefore, it’s important to refer to photos of the specific locomotive you wish to model. Also, be sure those photos show your locomotive in the era you plan to model.
I made my first GP7u from an Athearn GP7, and the next two from Proto 2000 by Walthers locomotives. I used an undecorated phase III GP7 without dynamic brakes for my model of Santa Fe GP7u 1300, and a phase I for Watco GP7u 7001. I will describe here the conversion of BNSF 1300. (The Watco conversion was similar; for information on that locomotive, see "Not modeling the Santa Fe?" on page 47.) The Santa Fe unit represents the engine as I saw it in 1999. It was first rebuilt in June 1981, and had recently been through the shop again. See the photo at right.

**Getting started**

I started by removing the locomotive’s cab, since it would receive an entirely new one. Because I was modeling a post-’90s GP7u, I used a chisel-bladed hobby knife to carve the stacks off the long hood; I would later add four taller stacks. For an original GP7u, I would keep the short stacks as they are and add two tall ones in between.

Next, I cut down the short hood. I made a horizontal cut 3 scale feet above the top of the battery boxes, then cemented on a new top made from .040” styrene. When the glue was cured, I used a sanding stick to slightly round the top edge and blend it into the sides. The height of the short hood from battery box to the top of the hood is 3'-4", so the thickness of the new top plate brought the short hood up to just about the right height.

**Extending the cab**

The revised cab roof contour of the GP7u is what makes this engine so visibly a Santa Fe rebuild. I started with a Cannon & Co. GP35 cab. The front window placement isn’t exact for the Santa Fe cabs, but I could live with it because the detail is great and the cab sides are perfect.

I started by adding styrene extensions to the front and back walls of the Cannon cab to reshape its profile. The extra height is apparent in head-on photos of the prototype. I started by gluing a strip of .020” x .060” styrene on top of the cab, as seen in fig. 1 on page 43. I trimmed the ends of the strip to match the existing angle of the cab roof, then added .020” styrene wings to the front and rear walls, gluing them flush against the angled edges. See fig. 2 on page 43. When the glue was completely cured, I trimmed these pieces straight across the top of the front and rear walls, using a sharp hobby knife with a straight-edge as a guide. See fig. 3.

The rooftop is 8 feet wide, so I measured out four scale feet from the center post of the front cab wall. I then trimmed the wing from that point to the point where the wing met the top of the sidwall, as shown in Fig. 4.

The new cab’s number box is narrower, so I also needed to fill in the opening for the number box on the cab front. The back cab wall needed a small .020” filler strip.

Next I assembled the front, back and side cab walls. I glued the cab to the shell for strength and to keep everything square. I cut a 8'-0” x 6'-9” piece of .020” styrene for the cab roof and cemented it atop the front and back walls. When it was dry, I cut narrower pieces of .020” styrene for the angled sides of the cab roof. I filled any gaps and the vent below the engineer’s front window with modeling putty and sanded the joints smooth.

The Rail Power number board I used is hard to find now that Athearn has purchased Rail Power. You could buy a CF7 cab from Athearn, part 31011, and salvage its number box. If you are modeling a 1974-1990s rebuild, add a Detail Associates LT1024 headlight to the cab.

The Geep cab was now beginning to show some character. My assembled cab is shown in fig. 5.
Craig photographed BNSF 1300 in Davenport, Iowa, in 1999. The locomotive was renumbered following the Santa Fe-Burlington Northern merger, and had also recently returned from another trip to the shops.

### Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Line</td>
<td>29200 windshield wipers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athearn</td>
<td>31011 CF7 cab with angled roof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1502 GP-35 cab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail Associates</td>
<td>1019 Classification lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024 Dual Pyle headlight with shield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1301 Cab sunshade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1401 Drop steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1501 EMD m.u. stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1803 Sinclair antenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2206 Eye bolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2212 Coupler lift bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2402 Exhaust stack, EMD non-turbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details West</td>
<td>132 Hand brake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159 Air conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>190 Air horn &quot;Leslie&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>201 Sand filler hatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto 2000 by Walthers</td>
<td>40483 GP7 locomotive, undecorated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscale</td>
<td>87-29 Santa Fe freight warbonnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87-1035 BNSF restenciled diesels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testors</td>
<td>1708 Insignia Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1768 Flat white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1772 Blue Angels Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; styrene strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; sheet styrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.010&quot;, .015&quot;, and .020&quot; brass wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.020&quot; x .060&quot; strip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Long hood details**

On the prototype, there's an engine vent on the long hood, between the second fan and the batten strip closest to the cab. It is off-center, toward the engineer's side of the hood. I made it from two pieces of .015" styrene, a scale 1'-3" x 2'-9" rectangle on top of a second piece, 1 x 2 scale feet. I then cemented it in place on the long hood. This vent is visible between the lift rings on the left side of Fig. 6.

As can also be seen in that photo, the four exhaust stacks on the GP7u were originally two different heights. The center stacks are 6 scale inches higher. If you are modeling an original GP7u, the two taller stacks are evenly spaced between the original two. If you are modeling a later locomotive, shave off the two shorter ones with a chisel-bladed hobby knife and cement four new tall stacks in place.

I made my tall stacks from Detail Associates 2402 EMD non-turbo stacks. First, using a sharp new chisel blade, I trimmed off the base plate flush with the sides of the stack, as shown in Fig. 7. I then glued the trimmed stack on top of a new one, as seen in Fig. 8, making a stack twice the height.

At the rear of the long hood, I added the top grab iron and a sand filler hatch. I also added lift rings to the fan plates.
Fig. 9 Detail positioning. This photo of Burlington Northern Santa Fe 1300 shows the locations of body shell details.

I installed a Leslie air horn in front of the rear radiator fans on the brakeman’s side of the long hood. I threaded a length of .015” brass wire through a couple of eye bolts from the top of the cab to the air horn to represent the air line.

The prototype has a pipe that runs between the front windows from the low hood up to the number boards. I used a no. 78 bit to drill up through the low hood and into the number box, then glued in place a short piece of .020” brass wire to model the pipe. I added a second air line between the vertical engineer’s window and the front window, using .010” wire.

I made a smaller antenna platform from styrene rod and sheet styrene to support the end-of-train antenna atop the number box. I made the antenna itself by cutting down a second Sinclair blade antenna. The positions of these details can be seen in fig. 9.

Like so many other Geeps, no. 1300 has slotted side sills. I found it easier to remove and replace the side sills than to modify the ones on the body. Before cutting them off, I slipped a piece of paper behind the sills and traced their shape. This gave me a pattern for the new ones.

I started by cutting the holes in the sills first, then cutting out the sills themselves. This is a lot easier than trying to cut holes in the thin, fragile parts. I taped my steel straightedge down to a sheet of .040” styrene and used the edge to be sure I was drilling the holes in line. I drilled 3/42” holes, then used a hobby knife to connect them. The long slot is a scale 5'-6” long and the other two are 2'-0” each. When this was done, I put my sill pattern over the styrene and cut out the new sills. I attached the new sills to the body shell, and after the cement dried, I drilled the hole for the fuel filler.

To complete the underbody, I removed the truck sideframes and cut off the outside brake hangers on all eight wheels, as shown in fig. 10. The Santa Fe removed these in the initial rebuilding. You can add air and sand lines at this point if you wish.

I primed the body with a coat of flat white enamel spray paint. After the paint dried, I filled and smoothed any remaining imperfections.

Painting BNSF 1300

Engine 1300 wore the Santa Fe’s blue-and-yellow freight warbonnet scheme. I chose Testors Blue Angels Blue and
Beginning in the ’90s, the Santa Fe began to sell off branch lines, and many of the rebuilt Geeps went to the new owners. I wanted to model one of these units.

Watco (WAMX) unit no. 7001 left the Santa Fe system before the second round of work in the ’90s. But when I photographed it in Wichita, Kan., in 2005, it was back to its original two exhaust stacks, each with a spark arrestor.

The cab is very clean compared to the Santa Fe units. The top of the cab has only a Nathan M5 air horn and a can antenna. Instead of a nose light, I cemented a headlight to the front of the number board. See the photo above for the placement of these and other details.

I added flat plates of .010” styrene to the two spots on the long hood where the middle two exhaust stacks were plated over. I then used a chisel blade to take off the outside two stacks, replacing them with spark arrestors. The 7001 also had its side sills removed, so I did the same to my model.

I painted the engine with a 2-to-1 mix of white and yellow. I then masked off the nose, the rear of the long hood and the sills, and sprayed it with Testors flat black lightened with a bit of white to show off the details better.

I lettered the engine for my fictional railroad, the Salina & Medicine Valley, using Woodland Scenics MG730 and 724 Railroad Gothic dry transfer letters and numbers. The white reflective frame stripes are from the Microscale MC-4390 set.

I painted the grab irons and handrails the same yellow as the nose and sills, and the spark arrestors got a rusty brown color. — C.C.

Final details

The Santa Fe painted its grab irons blue. I painted them separately from the model and installed them after the decals were in place.

I next added the railings, coupler lift bars, air hoses, and m.u. stands. The handrails are yellow, but the m.u. stands are blue. I also painted a yellow safety stripe on the edges of the steps, following the prototype.

Next, I finished the cab. I applied the window frames and glass, then added the cab sunshades, windshield wipers, antenna platforms, and antennas.

Ditch lights and m.u. hoses were the last small details to be added. I installed the ditch lights after the handrails. I then used a small brush to paint the fuel caps, emergency cutoffs, and m.u. stand covers red.

After getting a light weathering and a set of Kadee couplers, BNSF engine no. 1300 was ready to go to work on my layout. MR

Craig Chandler grew up in Kansas, where he first got interested in the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. He has been modeling for 27 years. His HO scale Salina & Medicine Valley RR is a freelanced road set in Kansas. Craig lives in Gretna, Neb., and works for the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He and his wife, Carole, have three children, Bethany, Adam, and Alex.
Sacramento by train... and by ferry

Plan for an 11 x 19-foot switching layout features street running and ferry operations

By John Williams

The Sacramento Northern Ry. (SN) was conceived by predecessor company Oakland, Antioch, & Eastern as an interurban route between the San Francisco Bay area and Sacramento. Although the SN abandoned passenger service in 1941, electric freight service continued until 1957.

From the 40th and Shafter Yard in Oakland, westbound freights continued over Key System tracks to the Oakland Terminal Ry., which served the important Oakland Army Base. This was the only access to the base for the Western Pacific, SN’s parent company, until a new connection came in 1957.

Having researched the Sacramento Northern Ry.’s South End route (http://people.virginia.edu/~ggg9y/home.html), stretching from Oakland to Sacramento, Calif., I was easily convinced that its interurban origins, short trains, steep grades, tight curves, and minimal facilities would make it ideal for developing into an HO scale layout.

Though many signature elements found along the south end route can be re-created on a layout, I avoided the complexities of overhead wiring by designing my plan for diesel operation.

Motors 604 and 603 pull cars off the ferry Ramon at Mallard, Calif., on the south shore of Suisun Bay. Reginald McGovern photo

The track plan at a glance

Name: Oakland, Antioch, & Eastern Ry.
Scale: HO (1:87.1)
Room size: 10'-6" x 19'-0"
Prototype: Sacramento Northern Ry.
Locale: San Francisco Bay area, California
Era: Late 1940s to early 1960s
Style: shelf with central peninsula
Mainline run: 108 feet
Minimum radius: 18"
Maximum grade: 4 percent
Minimum turnout: no. 4
The Ramon included three tracks, but the narrow separation permitted only the simultaneous use of the outer tracks or the one in the middle. William D. Middleton photo.

A trip around the track plan

A typical eastbound freight to Sacramento departs from the staging area on track representing the Oakland Terminal Ry. The track curves left behind a scenic divider, and encounters a 1 percent grade. When the line reappears along the opposite wall, it’s running adjacent to the mainline between Bay Point and Mallard. Here the track is masquerading as either an Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe or Southern Pacific line and incorporates the upper part of an interchange connection.

Beyond the interchange, the line disappears behind a scenic divider and curves left onto 40th Street in Oakland. At the west end of the wye at 40th Street and Shafter Avenue, the route swings north onto Shafter.

Most trains work at the 40th and Shafter Yard, typically pulling an SN boxcar in less-than-carload-lot (LCL) service from the freight depot track to the head end or switching out cars from the industrial spur. All freights between here and the next stop at Concord require a helper. The short spur at Rockridge is used by the helper on westbound trains, allowing it to cut off, back in, and return to the yard.

Continuing from the Rockridge turnout, the line reaches the end of its 4 percent grade, crossing a fill, Chabot Road and entering a tunnel, where it makes a 360 degree turn. This may look like a helix, however, the track remains level at 47" and crosses itself at grade. This lengthens the mainline run within the tunnel and helps conceal a train so it isn’t simultaneously visible at both tunnel portals.

At Eastport the line emerges into Pinehurst Canyon, passing the electrical substation on the left. Descending a 2 percent grade, the line reaches the depot at Concord, where helpers cut off. The structure isn’t closely based on the prototype, but is a generic representation of SN depots in this area, with a packing house spur and team track to service local agriculture.

Leaving Concord, the line descends a 1 percent grade on a fill to reach Bay Point. This location represents the shore of Suisun Bay, where SN serves local industries and interchanges cars with the ATSF and SP. An industrial spur serves a chemical plant, and the interchange track is connected by a steep link to the main line above.

From Bay Point it’s a short distance across marshes to a trestle at the water’s edge and the slip at Mallard. The route continues over water aboard the ferry Ramon to the slip at Chipps. The locomotive, after splitting its train and
shoving the sections onto the car ferry, crosses with its consist. Upon arrival, the locomotive pulls the cars off the Ramon and into the Oakland Terminal Ry. staging area.

**Car ferry operations**

The three track arrangement on the deck of the prototype car ferry Ramon was dictated by the necessity to run scheduled passenger service with varying numbers of cars. A short local consisting of two cars could occupy the center track of the ferry, while a six-car express train had to be split and placed on the two outer tracks.

I've designed my shortened model of the ferry Ramon to be 25" long, which is enough to accommodate eight cars. This is less than the 56" maximum train length, so extra crossings are needed to move the longest trains. The tracks on the model ferry and apron have a separation of 1/4" so the approach track layouts can be constructed with commercial turnouts and curves of 22" radius.

**Construction considerations**

One of the most beneficial aspects of this design is the provision for building the layout in four distinct phases. As illustrated above, the layout can be developed to allow operation as soon as the initial phase is completed.

In addition to a phased development of the layout, potential builders will also want to consider other construction aspects of this plan. The minimum aisle width of 24" and the scenic divider on the peninsula could make operation with any more than two people somewhat cramped. If you don't find ferry operations appealing, you could easily build a bridge between the two ports.

If the California locale or the interurban nature of the plan do not appeal to you, think about situating the layout in other parts of North America, where interurban lines interchanged freight with larger, busier Class 1 railroads. For that matter, you could even adapt the setting of the layout to a coastal island or location along a major lake or waterway to make the most of the car ferry operation. MR

**Meet John Williams**

John Williams is an electronics repair technician who lives in South Ruislip, Middlesex, United Kingdom.
Spectacular scenes in On3

A California modeler's Colorado narrow gauge D&RGW empire

By Mary Barstow with Steven Otte
Photos by Jim Buckley unless noted
1. Denver & Rio Grande Western locomotive no. 461, a narrow gauge 2-8-2 Mudhen, gets its tender filled at the Durango coaling station on Jerry Merker’s Colorado layout. Jerry’s On3 model railroad is filled with stunning scenes like this.
2. Lake City is at the end of a D&RGW branch line. The mountain backdrops were hand-painted by Jerry’s friend Ray Spencer, a fellow narrow gauge modeler.

### The layout at a glance

- **Name:** Denver & Rio Grande Western and Rio Grande Southern
- **Scale:** On3 (1:48 proportion, three-foot gauge)
- **Size:** 34 x 60 feet
- **Prototype:** D&RGW and RGS
- **Locale:** Southern Colo. and northern New Mexico
- **Era:** First half of 1900s
- **Style:** Walk in with duckunders
- **Mainline run:** 300 feet
- **Minimum radius:** 72”
- **Minimum turnout:** no. 6
- **Benchwork:** slotted steel angle open frame
- **Height:** 27” to 62”
- **Roadbed:** Homasote on plywood
- **Track:** Precision Scale code 100 flextrack
- **Scenery:** hardshell over cardboard web
- **Backdrop:** painted on ¾” Masonite
- **Control:** Cab control with radio throttles

When the Merkers’ home was built 48 years ago, Jerry Merker’s priority was that the basement would be big enough to hold the model railroad he envisioned. He quipped that the necessity of building a house above the basement was just a “minor annoyance.”

Jerry’s quest was to model a major portion of the Denver & Rio Grande Western and the Rio Grande Southern as they were in the first part of the last century, when Colorado was the center of excitement in the American West.

Jerry says that when he was a child in Switzerland, he loved to watch Westerns. So when he moved to the United States and started collecting O scale locomotives, Colorado’s narrow gauge steam engines were the natural choice.

The store-bought locomotives came first, then Jerry started to scratchbuild his own. He started building the layout so he’d have a place to run them. By the time he was done, he had a 34 x 60-foot slim gauge empire.

### A point-to-point track plan

Jerry’s expansive layout uses every available space to create many surprising and spectacular vistas.

Durango is the first scene a visitor comes to after arriving at the bottom of the stairs. Both the Denver & Rio Grande Western and the Rio Grande Southern had engine terminals in this charming Western town, and Jerry has modeled them both.

On the other side of the walkway is Chama, complete with its well-known coal tower and roundhouse. The layout continues at both ends of town, with track passing through the backdrop on its way to other well-known Colorado railroad towns including Rico, Telluride, and Alamosa.

Jerry said he didn’t follow any particular example or influence in designing his track plan. His only goal was to avoid the bowl-of-spaghetti effect of stacking too much track in too little space. Long before it became trendy, Jerry designed a single-track, point-to-point layout with high backdrops.

**More on our Web site**

For more pictures of Jerry Merker’s spectacular Colorado layout, as well as downloadable computer wallpaper, go to www.modelrailroader.com
A visitor to Jerry's layout is treated to many breathtaking scenes, including Alamosa, one of the layout's two terminals. The town is surrounded by backdrops and is reachable only by ducking under to one of its operating pits.

Another spectacular sight is a pair of dramatic trestles spanning the Colorado River at Monero. One trestle was built by Si Simgington, a friend and fellow O scaler. Jerry built the other out of Plexiglas, a material he used for many other structures on the layout.

Jerry, who used to make a living as a Plexiglas salesman and fabricator, cut the material into \( \frac{1}{4} \)" square strips to build the trestle. Among other structures he made from Plexiglas are the turntables and the Chama roundhouse. Jerry says he likes Plexiglas because it's strong, easy to glue with acrylic solvent cement, and doesn't warp or change size as humidity changes.

**Mountains' majesty**

Ray Spencer, a friend Jerry met at a Narrow Gauge Guild meeting, painted the murals of the Colorado Rockies that serve as a stunning backdrop for the layout. The beautiful peaks, ominous clouds, and lush hills covered with aspen groves are breathtaking.

The realism of the backdrop is continued in the railroad's scenery. Jerry started with benchwork made of structural steel angle [see "Slotted steel benchwork" on page 56. – Ed.], then added wood risers and roadbed made of plywood and Homasote. To this, he added basic landforms woven of cardboard web, topped with paper soaked in plaster.

Structures include true-to-prototype stations, engine terminals, and lumber yards. Most are built from kits – some wood, some cast Hydrocal – but a few are scratchbuilt. The Union, Palace, and Rico Grande hotels in Rico provide Old West atmosphere. The Hotel Louise bordello in Telluride, built from a long discontinued Thomas A. Yorke kit, has a ramshackle appearance. The Tomboy Gold Mine near Vance Junction seems ready to disgorge untold wealth.

**Rolling on the Rio Grande**

Though he had the benefit of using Precision Scale flextrack when building his layout, Jerry had to handlay his turnouts and crossings.
3. A logger stops to gas up his truck before delivering logs to the sawmill at Sargents. Vintage vehicles and details like the gas pump and signs help establish the layout’s time period in the early 1900s.

Jerry’s line is served by 40 locomotives, some of which are scratchbuilt. He also has close to 200 freight and passenger cars, many of which he built from Lobaugh and San Juan Car Co. kits. Jerry weathers his cars with Floquil paints. Nothing on his layout is as it came from the factory, Jerry says; everything is kitbashed, detailed, weathered, or all three.

The layout is wired for block control using direct current, but since he usually operates solo, Jerry didn’t want to be tethered to a control panel switching blocks. He controls his locomotives with radio throttles from Remote Control Systems, an Australian company.

Jerry says he has no plans to switch to Digital Command Control. “I’m 84 years old. I’m not going to do anything new any more,” he says.

Most of the turnouts on the layout — the ones that can be reached from the aisle — are operated with Caboose Hobbies HO scale ground throws, which Jerry says have enough travel to work fine on On3. Inaccessible turnouts are controlled with solenoid switch machines. Jerry says he doesn’t remember the brand, only that they were made in England at least 30 years ago. They still work fine, he says.

When it comes to operations, Jerry prefers passenger trains. His particular

Jerry’s benchwork is a little out of the ordinary, being made of slotted steel angles. Jerry owned a sign company that used the angles in the warehouse for shelving. He found the strips easy to cut and join together with screws. “No problems. It worked out real nice,” he said. Jerry points out that the parts aren’t just easy to assemble and change around, but also strong enough to take refuge under in an earthquake — not that he’s ever had to do so. Jerry tops the framework with 3/4″ plywood, 1/2″ Homasote, and Tru-Scale milled wood roadbed. — M.B. Photo by Mary Barstow
4. A young woman chats with a potential customer outside the Hotel Louise in Telluride. The local house of ill repute looks like it has seen better days.

5. Mikado no. 487, sporting a snow plow, approaches a trestle over the Colorado River near Monero. Jerry's friend Si Simington built the trestle.
6. Mudhen no. 455, at the head of a local freight, rolls onto the trestle over the Colorado River between Alamosa and Cumbres. Jerry scratchbuilt the bridge out of Plexiglas strips.

7. Two locomotives await servicing at Alamosa, the highest point on the layout. The town is isolated from the rest of the layout by an encircling backdrop.

Jerry says his favorite part of the hobby is scratchbuilding locomotives. He also enjoys attending O scale conventions and hunting for unique accessories for the railroad.

Now that he is retired and the construction of the layout is finished, Jerry runs his layout every day. Colorado's slim gauge roads may be history, but they live on in Jerry's basement.

Mary Barstow is superintendent of the Los Angeles Division, Pacific Southwest Region of the National Model Railroad Association. She lives in Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif., and divides her time between an 11 x 14-foot HO layout, a garden railway, and her grandchildren.
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Build a train elevator

A compact, automatic device that transfers trains between layout levels

By Steve Harris • Photos by the author

When I built my HOn3 Rio Grande Southern layout a few years ago, I included a helix to connect the upper and lower decks. The helix worked fine, but it was difficult to clean the rails, and my slow-moving HOn3 locomotives took up to seven minutes to negotiate the seven loops of track within the helix. Plus, my track plan (published in the November 2004 Model Railroader) had the helix right in the middle of the mainline run.

A visit to my friend Dick Roberts' HO scale layout provided the inspiration for my train elevator. Dick had built a reliable train elevator using a modified garage door opener with a system of pulleys and drawer guides to move the platform. [See Model Railroad Planning 2001. — Ed.] For my version, I borrowed some of Dick's ideas and enlisted the expertise and considerable mechanical skills of another friend, Joe D'Elia, the proprietor of A-Line and Proto Power West.

The challenges

We faced a number of challenges. The mechanism had to move the platform slowly and smoothly to avoid derailing the lightweight HOn3 equipment. It had to be fully automatic and reliable, since dropping a brass locomotive would be a disaster (as I later found out during the “debugging” stage).

In addition, the entire elevator had to fit within the upper deck's 24º radius reversing loop that I had added around the outside top of the original helix. This meant the elevator platform had to be curved, and could be only about 35º long. Narrow gauge steam locomotives have limited pulling power, and short trains are normal on my layout, so this wasn't a problem.

The garage door opener

A modified screw-driven garage door mechanism operates my elevator (see fig. 1), and it has many useful features. It includes an AC motor with a reversing circuit, a threaded drive screw with a moveable carriage, and a shaft to guide the screw. In addition, it has adjustable stops built in at the top and bottom of its travel. The mechanism's only disadvantage is that it runs too fast for a train elevator.

At this point, my friend Dave Balser suggested that we use a variable AC transformer called a Variac, shown in figs. 2 and 3 on page 62, to slow the motor. However, we found that the door

Train elevator. Author Steve Harris added this train elevator to move HOn3 trains between the levels of his double-deck layout in less time than they formerly took to traverse a helix.
opener’s electronic circuits for both the motor control and the stop detection were combined on one circuit board. When we used the Variac to lower the input voltage, the detection circuit wouldn’t work.

Fortunately, another friend, Phil Hermsmeyer, is an electronics engineer. Phil figured out how to separate these two circuits so we could use the Variac to power the motor with reduced voltage while leaving the full 120 volts available for the detection circuit.

Testing the concept

Joe and I built a prototype mechanism on my workbench using plywood, a pair of high quality drawer guides, the garage door opener, and the Variac. For the purposes of the prototype, we mounted a vertical stationary backboard on the workbench. We then mounted the door opener head that contains the motor and electronics on a horizontal board secured at a right angle to the backboard.

The horizontal elevator platform that would transport the trains was fastened at a right angle to a second smaller vertical board. This assembly was then attached to the drawer guides mounted on the stationary backboard, as shown in fig. 1.

We used a hacksaw to cut the drive screw and shaft to size, then assembled all the parts. The elevator platform was fastened to the traveling carriage on the screw drive with L brackets. Finally, we added a counterweight and pulley system to smooth the motion and allow slower speeds.

We found that the adjustable stops in the opener head allowed us to adjust the elevator so that it would stop at both ends where we wanted it. The Variac allowed us to start the motor and run the mechanism with as little as 50 volts. At that voltage, the mechanism drove the screw slowly and smoothly enough that our elevator could safely transport an HOn3 train.

The Variac proved to be a good choice. During initial operation, the elevator sometimes moves too slowly and doesn’t always complete its vertical movement all the way to the top. I can increase the voltage as necessary, and then turn it back down as the mechanism warms up.

After proving that we could build a workable elevator on the workbench, we proceeded to tear out the front half of the helix and build an elevator in its place. I left the back half of the helix in place as seen in fig. 2 because it supports some of the finished scenery in other parts of my railroad. The elevator was also tucked inside the upper deck reverse loop.

Automatic operation

Once we had the elevator installed and working mechanically, I tackled the design and installation of its automatic controls. I wanted a train approaching from either the top or bottom to stop and call the elevator. See fig. 3. This initiates the sequence of events shown in the three photos in the middle of these pages. After the elevator arrived, the train would proceed onto the platform (lower photo), and stop again while the elevator moved up or down (middle photo). Once the elevator stops (top photo), the train moves off the platform and passes through the portal into the layout to resume its run. All of this was to happen automatically without operator assistance. I achieved this goal using limit switches, optical sensors, relays, and timer circuits.

The initial problem was to make the locomotive stop at appropriate times and places. This was resolved by isolating sections of track to make control blocks in the main line. These isolated sections were installed in both the top
Existing upper deck reverse loop

Helix remains supporting scenery

Variac power supply

Fig. 2 Tight space. The elevator replaced the original helix inside of the upper deck's reverse loop (top). The remains of the helix help support some scenery.

Fig. 3 Calling the elevator. The platform is up as a train slowly approaches the lower control block and stops over the sensor that calls the elevator.

Fig. 4 Track power circuit

Safety interlocks

A momentary push-button switch normally activates the door opener, but I used Circuitron optical sensors (which activate a circuit when they're shaded from light) to initiate my elevator's movement. The sensors trigger a Circuitron detection circuit with a relay that starts the elevator cycle.

I placed these sensors in positions where locomotives would stop in the and bottom approaches and on both ends of the elevator platform.

The track power wiring diagram in Fig. 4 shows how I use these sections, which are controlled by limit switches at the top and bottom of the platform travel. Thus, the lower approach block and the left platform block are energized by the closing of the lower limit switch when the elevator reaches its bottom limit. The upper approach block and the right platform block are controlled by the upper limit switch.

If the elevator is in the down position and a locomotive runs into the lower approach track, the lower limit switch will be closed, powering the lower approach block and the left platform block, but not the right platform block. This allows the locomotive to move slowly onto the platform until it reaches the unpowered right platform block. If the platform is in the up position when a locomotive enters the lower approach block, the locomotive will stop in the unpowered block until the elevator arrives and closes the limit switch.
control blocks on each approach track, and a few inches from each end of the elevator platform. Because different locomotives stop in slightly different places, it took several tries to find the optimum position for these sensors.

I also installed separate safety sensors at the ends of the elevator and wired them through relays that prevent movement if any sensor is covered. These sensors protect any train that’s stopped across the gap at either end of the platform.

To prevent false triggering, I added limit switches wired in series with the sensor relays. See fig. 5. When the elevator is up, only the upper approach and left platform sensors can activate the elevator motor. Conversely, when it’s down, only the lower approach and right platform sensors will trigger the control system.

I use a tapered dowel pin that slips into a hole to align each end of elevator as it reaches the end of its travel as seen in figs. 6 and 7. I also soldered all of the rail ends to brass tabs, which are cemented to the roadbed. This way the rails can’t move out of alignment. See fig. 8 on page 64.

We installed a simple counterweight system to help smooth the platform’s motion. A short cord runs from a hole in the top center of the traveling backboard, up and over a couple of pulleys, and down behind the backboard to a quart plastic bottle filled with weight. My counterweight is a bit lighter than the elevator so the empty platform will move with little effort.

The elevator is located in my shop, which is well lit with multiple windows and florescent lights. To my dismay, I discovered that people walking near the elevator created moving shadows that occasionally activated the elevator, even if a train was moving on or off the platform! This derailed one of my brass locomotives, which fell to the floor. To prevent any future problems, I mounted a pair of bright lamps directly above the platform that override the ambient room lighting. See fig. 10 on page 64.

**Timer circuit**

To further protect my trains, I installed a timer circuit, triggered by sensors at the ends of each approach track and by a pair of limit switches that close when the platform reaches either end of its travel. See figs. 4 and 9. The timer is activated by the limit switch after the elevator platform arrives or when a locomotive crosses onto the platform, covering the sensor. This timer then opens the elevator sensor circuit for 16 seconds, giving the trains...
Elevator

Approach

Fig. 8 Alignment plates. To maintain alignment, Steve soldered all the rail ends to brass plates glued to the ends of the approach blocks and elevator platform.

Fig. 9 Limit switch. Limit switches activate the delay timer and complete the circuits to the appropriate platform sensors. They're used to prevent false activations of the elevator.

Recognition plaque. Real railroads don't have train elevators, so this device is officially designated as a "D'Elia grade separation equalizer." Upon completion, a dedication ceremony was held where Steve unveiled this plaque to thank the friends who had been instrumental in the elevator's design and construction.

The payoff

Visitors are fascinated by the train elevator and often wait to see it travel between the decks, so the layout sometimes winds up playing second fiddle. My operators love it because the elevator has solved the problem of travel time from one level to the next. All the engineer has to do is run the train into the elevator and then wait for it to release the train on the other deck.

It now takes a little over a minute for a train to travel from one level to the other. Most of this time is used by my slow-moving locomotives hauling trains on and off the platform. This is a great improvement over the seven minutes it formerly took to run through the helix, and it's a lot more fun to watch.

More on our Web site
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1. Descending the steep 3 percent grade, a pair of F7s heads into Bartlett, while a Union Pacific reefer block climbs upgrade. Dramatic vertical scenery is a highlight of the Bay State Model Railroad Museum's N scale New England & Pacific.
Running trains on the New England & Pacific at the Bay State Model Railroad Museum

By J. Robert McLaughlin • Photos by Lou Sassi

Owerering rock faces and pine forests dominate the scenery of the 17 x 26-foot N scale New England & Pacific. The layout is one of three model railroads built and operated by the Bay State Model Railroad Museum located in Roslindale, Mass., where I’ve been a member since 1974. Planning for all three layouts began back in 1979, when the club lost its lease and had to move to its current location. [See "The Bay State Model Railroad Museum" on page 70. — Ed.]

The N scale layout takes up less than half the space of either the HO or O scale railroads, yet features dramatic cliffs, 30-car double-stack intermodal trains, and famous passenger trains, including the Flying Yankee, City of San Francisco, and the Super Chief. A mix of road names and eras are represented on the layout, reflecting the members’ diverse interests.

Layout construction

In 1979 we completely renovated the club’s building, including installing a new ceiling and rest rooms, before beginning any benchwork. It was difficult not to jump right in and start building layouts, but the finished result gave us a very comfortable place to work and run trains.

For the N scale layout’s benchwork we used L-girder construction topped with ½ plywood and ½ Homasote. Heavy-duty construction is a must on a club layout. The benchwork includes work lights underneath, which are a big help for troubleshooting wiring.

As layout construction began one of our biggest challenges was the changing nature of N scale equipment: it kept getting better. We made several major changes to the track plan. As manufacturers came out with more powerful locomotives and larger rolling stock such as auto-racks and modern intermodal cars, we had to lengthen passing sidings and redesign yards to accommodate longer trains.

Tracklaying began during the 1980s. We used Peco code 83 flextrack and turnouts because we felt that they were the best products available at the time. Now the club is replacing some of the old code 83 track with code 55 track in high-visibility locations. The lower profile of code 55 rails looks more prototypical than the taller code 83 rails.

Mountain scenery

Although a wide variety of locomotives and rolling stock runs on the New England & Pacific, the layout is loosely inspired by the Maine Central RR in northern New England. Many towns on the layout are named for communities along the Maine Central’s line from Portland, Maine, to St. Johnsbury, Vt. We also modeled such landmarks as the massive Frankenstein Trestle and Gateway Cut through the White Mountains of New Hampshire.

The hardshell scenery base is Hydrocal, and the club used rubber molds to form the high rock cliffs. We applied ground cover in various textures and colors from several manufacturers to the scenery base. All water features were made by pouring Envirotex resin over the painted scenery base.

There are hundreds of deciduous and pine trees on the layout. (After all, Maine is the Pine Tree State.) Along with Woodland Scenics products and Scenic Express SuperTrees for foreground trees, the club used twigs from wild blueberry and bayberry bushes, arbor, and other natural materials to forest the layout.

2. An EMD SD70 diesel in the contemporary BNSF "wedge" livery leads a hotshot intermodal train past the sawmill on its way into Bartlett, while a shay pulls a cut of log cars from the siding. The club's layout hosts a freelanced mix of equipment in various road names and eras.
Most of the structures on the layout are plastic models from various manufacturers, often kithashed to fit a particular location. Another advantage of working in N scale, especially on a layout as large as ours, is that we can model many large structures, such as the 20-stall roundhouse in Rigby Yard. We rarely have to selectively compress buildings to fit into a limited space.

There are only a few craftsman-level wood structures on the layout, and we avoid superdetailing structures. Small detail parts are the first things to be broken loose from a stray elbow during an operating session. Models on a club layout usually endure more abuse than on a typical home layout.

For the same reason, the club doesn’t collectively own any rolling stock. It’s a big enough job making sure the wiring and track is in good condition. Every piece of equipment from a humble boxcar to an exquisite brass steam locomotive is from our personal collections. Some models are in pristine out-of-the-box (or out of the paint shop) condition, while others are well weathered.

**Evolving operations**

The New England & Pacific is wired for cab control with block controls placed every few feet for walkaround operation of the main line. Built with military-spec rotary switches, these control panels have withstood more than 20 years of operation. Club members on the electrical team carefully
The layout at a glance

Name: New England & Pacific
Scale: N (1:160)
Size: 17 x 26 feet
Prototype: Maine Central RR Mountain Division (freelanced equipment)
Era: steam-to-diesel transition to current era
Mainline run: 200 feet
Minimum radius: 24"
Minimum turnout: no. 8
Maximum grade: 3 percent
Benchwork: L-girder with door panels
Height: 48" to 66"
Roadbed: 1/8" Homasote on 1/2" plywood
Track: Peco code 70 flextrack
Scenery: Hardshell with zip texturing and ground foam
Control: walkaround cab control

Bay State Model Railroad Museum N scale division
N scale (1:160)
Layout size: 17 x 26 feet
Scale of plan: 1/8" = 1'-0", 24" grid
Numbered arrows indicate photo locations

Illustration by Rick Johnson and Theo Cobb Bartlett Yard Bartlett Engine terminal
5. Looking right at home in the layout's northern New England setting, the Flying Yankee streamliner emerges from the Gateway Cut. The model is a repainted and detailed Con-Cor Pioneer Zephyr.

The Bay State Model Railroad Museum

Founded in 1968, the Bay State Society of Model Engineers built and operated HO and O scale layouts until 1979, when the club was evicted from the space it rented. That year the club purchased its own building in Roslindale, Mass., complete with 4,000 square feet of usable space for its N, HO, and O scale layouts. Now called the Bay State Model Railroad Museum, the club rents other parts of the building to commercial tenants to help pay the mortgage.

Over the years the club averages 55 members: eight in the N scale division, seven in O scale, and the remainder in HO scale. The average length of membership is 20 years. We actively recruit younger members and have many members (and club officers) who are 30 years old and younger.

The club has been featured in Model Railroader three times previously. Club news in the April 1982 issue described the move to its current location. “Building for the future” in the January 2002 issue chronicled the club’s experiences renovating the new building. The most recent article was in the July 2005 issue and provided a look at the club’s 50 x 62-foot HO scale layout. The club’s HOn3 layout is slated to appear in Great Model Railroads 2010. — J.R.M.

Some of the current members of the Bay State Model Railroad Museum’s N scale division include (from left to right): Mark Ferracane, Charlie Stoddard, Steve Shaw, Dan Leavitt, Ian Kempf, Jeremy Hartwell, and Ron Croati.

documented the wiring plan of the layout before construction, which has proved invaluable for trouble-shooting.

Up to six operators at a time can run the layout, using Aristo-Craft wireless throttles. This system has proven reliable over the years, but the club will add Digital Command Control to the layout in the near future.

Many members of the N scale division participate in the formal operating sessions held on the club’s HO scale layout. Gaining experience and learning techniques for realistic operations from the HO division members, the N scale division is starting to hold its own operating sessions.

There are many rail-served industries on the New England & Pacific, including lumber mills and coal mines. The town of Bartlett features an intermodal terminal to add some modern-era through-freight traffic.

Why join a club?

Our layout is 95 percent complete in terms of scenery, but a model railroad is never really finished. In addition to updating track and adding DCC, we're refreshing scenery and replacing some older structures.

Whether you're part of an operating crew on a long-running layout like ours or you're working with a group that's building its first model railroad, there are many advantages to joining a club. Perhaps the biggest advantage is that you'll learn more about model railroading in a club than you will by building a layout on your own.

When you build a home layout, it's only as good as your skill level. In a club you have access to members with areas of expertise that may be different than yours. Say you're a scenery whiz, but not that great at electrical work. Odds are your club will have an electrical expert.

Most importantly, you're likely to make some lifelong friendships, as I've discovered after being in the same club for so many years. That's been a blessing that I wouldn't have found running trains solo in my basement. MR

J. Robert McLaughlin is a 35-year veteran of the Bay State Model Railroad Museum. This is his fourth article about the club. He is the retired director of special education for the Boston school system and has two grown children.

More on our Web site

Locomotives with Digital Command Control (DCC) and sound are becoming increasingly popular. However, not all sound decoders may come with the full complement of effects needed for a specific locomotive, such as the correct air horn or steam whistle. Thanks to software available from three different manufacturers, you can change the sound files on your decoders to match the prototype.

How sound decoders work. Most people are familiar with how sounds are recorded onto cassette tapes. The sound waves that travel through the air are captured by a microphone, which changes them into analog electric signals. These signals are converted into magnetic pulses that are captured on tape.

Digital sounds are recorded in much the same way, except the analog electrical signals are converted into digital signals through an analog-to-digital converter. The signals can be stored on memory devices, such as a flash drive, until they’re needed.

When the sound is played back, the digital signal is converted to analog by a digital-to-analog converter, amplified, and sent to a speaker that allows you to hear it.

Sounds from real locomotives are recorded and saved in digital computer files that are loaded into the memory devices in a sound decoder. However, it would be impractical to record hours of an Electro-Motive Division SD40-2 running in notch 8 to be played back in your model. The sound files stored in decoders are small snippets of various noises that are looped to provide continuous sound. Most decoders are capable of playing two or more sounds at the same time.

Upgrade software. Digitrax, ESU, and QSI allow you to change the data inside their memory chips to alter the sound a decoder produces. You can make big revisions, like changing a steam sound decoder to diesel, or minor upgrades, such as converting a Nathan M3 air horn to a P3.

To alter a sound decoder, you need a computer, an Internet connection, the firm’s software, a decoder programmer for the particular make of decoder, and an isolated piece of track (i.e. not part of your model railroad). When purchasing the software, make sure it’s compatible with your computer’s operating system. I’d also recommend a sound card and speakers so you can preview the sounds before loading them into the decoder.

Though many sound decoders come with a speaker, you may use your own as long as its impedance matches the decoder’s requirements.

Digitrax has a number of different sound decoders that range from plug-and-play designed for a specific locomotive to a wire-installation generic decoder that fits in a variety of locomotives. It also has sound-only decoders that can be added to locomotives with non-sound decoders.

The firm sells two different sound programmers. The PR2, which plugs into the serial port of a computer, is the original programmer capable of downloading sounds into Digitrax decoders. The newer PR3 uses the computer’s USB connection. Both use Digitrax’s SoundLoader software.

Digitrax offers numerous sound projects on its Web site, www.digitrax.com/sounddepot.php. These are a collection of different effects that, when downloaded into a computer, provide all the sounds necessary for a specific locomotive. You can also modify an existing...
sound project with your own .wav standard sound files.

The projects consist of three pieces for each sound: start, run, and end. See fig. 1. Start is a non-looped audio file that's used when a particular sound (the horn, for example) is activated.

The run portion loops as long as that sound is required, and the end is used when that particular sound is turned off. The sound projects also have several individual and user-controlled sounds that can be activated with your throttle's function buttons.

SoundLoader has a mode that allows you to test your locomotive's sound and motor function without a DCC system.

ESU was the first firm to offer downloadable sound files. Its LokSound Programmer connects to a PC with either the serial or USB ports, and uses its own software to download the sounds.

Similar to Digitrax's SoundLoader, you can build your own sound projects using .wav files, or you can download factory sound projects from the ESU Web site, www.loksound.com. The ESU sound projects include a start, middle, and end, all of which can be looped. In fact, the sound schedule is quite extensive, allowing for transitional sounds when going from one effect to the next.

The software includes a diagram of when each sound clip occurs, as shown in fig. 2. For example, if your locomotive is going from notch 1 to notch 2, a programmable sound will occur, and it can be different than the sound from notch 2 to notch 3. There are also stationary sounds that occur when the locomotive is standing still (like idle) and random noises like pop valves.

QSI is the sound decoder used by Atlas, Broadway Limited, and Proto 2000 from Walthers, among others. The aftermarket Quantum Revolution decoder is sold by QSI Solutions. The Quantum Revolution is available for Athearn, Atlas, Kato, and Stewart HO scale locomotives. It's also offered in a wireless version, and there are a number of G scale Revolution decoders available as well.

Both the original equipment and aftermarket decoders can be programmed with the Quantum Programmer. However, older QSI decoders may need a firmware upgrade, which is done by replacing a memory chip on the decoder.

The Q1a program (Q2a for G scale locomotives) shown in fig. 3 runs on a PC. At this time, you can't create your own sound projects, but there is an extensive list of factory-made projects online at www.qsisolutions.com/index.html.

The Quantum Programmer, together with a computer and QSI Solutions CV Manager software, can act as a mini-command station that can run multiple locomotives at once. You can increase the track power of this setup by connecting it to a booster. This is useful when speed-matching locomotives.

Download new sounds into decoders is increasing in popularity, and the number of ready-made sound projects is getting larger. If you have sound clips available, you can even make your own sounds. With a PC and some basic computer skills, you can make your model locomotives sound more like the real thing.
Upgraded HO scale AC6000CW debuts the Paragon 2 DCC sound decoder

Including a Digital Command Control sound decoder and dual speakers, this HO scale AC6000CW captures the rumble of its 6,000-hp prototype. The Broadway Limited Imports Paragon 2 AC6000CW uses the same tooling as the model we reviewed in the May 2006 Model Railroader, but includes a new dual-mode sound and control system.

Prototype. General Electric built 207 AC6000CW diesels between 1995 and 2000. Union Pacific and CSX were the only two domestic railroads to purchase the 6,000-hp behemoths. Eight AC6000CWs went to BHP Iron Ore in Australia. The Southern Pacific ordered three, but they were delivered to the Union Pacific after the 1996 UP/SP merger. (BLI sells a Canadian Pacific version, although the CP never owned any AC6000CWs.)

Union Pacific also purchased 107 AC6000CW “convertibles” from GE. These diesels were built with 4,400-hp 7HDL16 engines that could be replaced at a future date with a 6,000-hp engine. The AC6000CW has two exhaust stacks, and the convertible version has just one.

The BLI model is of a “true” AC6000CW and has the twin exhaust stacks. All of the HO diesel’s dimensions match drawings of an AC6000CW from the September 1996 Model Railroader.

Details and paint. Our sample represents Union Pacific no. 7511 in its as-built paint scheme. Paint coverage is smooth and the lettering placement matches prototype photos. Many of the warning stencils along the body and sill are readable under magnification, although a few were out of register and illegible.

The plastic body shell has crisp molded detail, although the pattern of the grid panels under the radiator intake doesn’t match prototype photos. The model has many separately applied details, including acetal handrails, hand grabs, and windshield wipers.

Our sample has detailed plastic truck sideframes that represent the high-adhesion trucks correct for the Union Pacific prototype. The CSX and BHP versions have the correct steerable trucks.

The model is available with high- or low-mounted ditch lights as per each prototype. The ditch lights alternately flash when the horn is blown. Headlights and number boards are also illuminated by white light-emitting-diodes.

Drivetrain. The can motor is mounted in the center of a die-cast metal frame. Two universal shafts...
and worms transfer power from the motor to truck-mounted gearboxes.

All-wheel drive and the die-cast metal frame and fuel tank give the model a drawbar pull equivalent to 70 free-rolling HO freight cars on straight and level track.

The Paragon 2 AC6000CW also performed well in our DC and DCC speed tests. The model creeps along at 1 scale mph without any hesitation and accelerates smoothly throughout its speed range. The model's top speed of 69 scale mph (60 scale mph in DC mode) is a bit lower than that of its prototype, which can attain 75 mph.

A drawback for DC users is that the AC6000CW, like other sound-equipped locomotives, requires a lot of voltage to start moving.

DCC operation. The dual-mode Paragon 2 sound decoder is mounted in a plastic cradle above the motor. Two downward-facing speakers are enclosed in the fuel tank. The overall sound quality is excellent with no buzz or rattle.

I tested the locomotive in DCC using an MRC Prodigy Advance Squared. The decoder has 28 functions, including the horn, bell, coupler sounds, and radio messages. Functions 18 to 21 play random city, farm, industrial, and lumber mill background sounds. I found these sounds distracting, since they came from the locomotive and not the scene around it.

You can record locomotive operations, including specific sounds, and play them back using functions 26 and 27. I recorded and played back a sequence that included brake release sounds, radio messages, and a grade crossing signal. You can set the sequence to play back one to 14 times, or indefinitely.

I easily controlled the engine rpm sounds independently from the model's speed, using functions 5 and 6. There are seven rpm levels.

I also set configuration variable (CV) 245 to 3, which causes the engine rpm sounds to automatically rev up before the model starts moving. The duration of the delay is adjustable by setting CV 248.

I programmed other CVs, including changing the locomotive's long address. All the programmable CVs are listed in the included instruction booklet. An extensive technical manual is also available at www.broadway-limited.com.

Sound and programming in DC. At 6.5 volts the locomotive's lights turned on and the sounds of a startup sequence began. Engine rpm sounds increased as I advanced the throttle. The model makes squealing brake sounds when the throttle is rapidly decreased.

To trigger specific sounds or to program CVs you need to use a DC Master Analog Control Module, sold separately by BLI. The DC Master has a horn and bell button as well as an AUX button.

The default setting for the AUX button is the air compressor sound when the locomotive is still and the dynamic brake sound when the locomotive is moving. You can change which function the AUX button controls by setting CV 222 to a specific function number.

I programmed other CVs with the DC Master, including individual volume levels and starting voltage. A list of CVs commonly used by DC operators is included in the instruction booklet.

With its impressive sound and programmable features, the BLI Paragon 2 AC6000CW is a worthy depiction of this high-horsepower, modern-era thoroughbred. — Dana Kawala, associate editor
An excellent HO scale model of an Alco HH600/660 switcher is the latest diesel locomotive released by Atlas. It’s a model of an early diesel engine that dates to the 1930s.

This ready-to-run model has a powerful, smooth-running, dual-flywheel drive fitted into a superbly detailed styrene body. The unit has numerous individually applied detail parts and a set of well-proportioned flexible acetal plastic railings. The cab includes clear window glazing and there’s an engineer and control stand inside.

Prototype. Alco introduced the HH600 (high hood, 600-hp) in 1931. The Atlas model is a later HH660/660 that debuted in 1938 after Alco hired industrial designer Otto Kuhler to clean up the switcher’s appearance. These later engines had rounded hood corners.

By varying the maximum rpm of its new 538 engine, Alco offered this locomotive in both 600-hp and 660-hp versions that shared identical hoods. Interestingly, all of the high-hood units had an unusual machinery layout that was reversed compared to most other switchers. These units had their cab and generator at opposite ends, with the radiators mounted in the hood sides close to the cab.

Alco built 78 HH600s and 43 HH660s between 1932 and 1940. They rode on Alco’s Blunt trucks and were easy to service in the field, so some operated in industrial switching roles for nearly 40 years.

The model. The Atlas switcher closely matches the overall dimensions shown in Alco sales literature. It comes with a single exploded isometric drawing that shows how the locomotive is assembled.

This model follows Atlas’ typical construction, starting with a body shell made up of several interlocking detailed styrene castings. The high hood, cab, and cab interior snap-lock into the running board assembly, and numerous details press-fit into holes molded into the larger parts.

The Alco’s mechanism also follows Atlas’ proven design. It has a heavy cast zinc-alloy frame with a five-pole can motor and turned brass flywheels mounted above the fuel tank. Its Blunt switcher trucks have enclosed gearboxes, and both trucks are retained with snap-on clips. An acetal plastic universal joint connects each truck to the motor. A set of eight safety chains are included for user installation between the trucks and the frame.

The switcher has RP-25 contour blackened nickel-silver wheels that match the National Model Railroad Association standards gauge. All eight wheels are driven and all pick up current.

Flexible wires and plugs connect both trucks and the headlights to the printed-circuit board that controls the directional lights. The PC board also includes an 8-pin socket and jumper plug for easy installation of a Digital Command Control (DCC) decoder. There’s enough space inside the tall hood to mount a small DCC decoder on top of the mechanism.

Our sample came with body-mounted Accumate magnetic knuckle couplers, but other couplers can be substituted easily.
Atlas HO HH-600 diesel switcher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drawer pull</th>
<th>Scale speed (DC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.24 ounces</td>
<td>1 (start) 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 HO freight cars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current draw at 12 volts (DC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slipping</td>
<td>.24A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalled</td>
<td>.96A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model's coupler height is correct per NMRA standard S-2.

**Performance.** Our sample switcher started and ran smoothly at one scale mph. This excellent performance continued throughout the model's speed range. The switcher's drawbar pull is equivalent to 31 free-rolling freight cars on straight and level track.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern sample came neatly painted black with sharp, white lettering typical of most early switchers. Five other appropriate early paint schemes are also available in two numbers each.

Overall, this new HO diesel switcher delivers excellent detail, a quality finish, and a smooth-running mechanism. Since it spans the steam-to-diesel transition period, it can be useful in many different roles. – **Jim Hediger, senior editor**

---

**Marklin TRIX**

Your new source for LGB G-Scale

**A Fine New Book!**

**Sacramento Northern**

by Harre W. Demoro

A masterful history of one of America's great interurbans, which became a freight traffic feeder to Western Pacific in later years, brought to life in this fine work by authority Harre Demoro.

**Price:** $70

California residents add $5.42 sales tax. Free shipping, domestic individual orders ($25 shipping, foreign orders)

Order direct: 11508 Green Rd., Wilton, CA 95693
- Visa & Mastercard orders: 1-800-305-7942 • or order securely at: www.signaturepress.com
- see our web site for information on all our books

---

**Advertising**

**Modern Billboards**

Each model includes 10 pre-printed, die-cut ads ready for placement AND you can download another 12 ads for FREE by visiting our website!

**Features:**
- All-New Tooling
- Pre-Printed Ads Included
- Pre-Painted Brown

---

**Introducing the**

**SuperChief250**

Professional Resistance Soldering System designed specifically for the modeling enthusiast

"System enabled me to make joints adjacent to each other that would have been impossible with a soldering iron or gun."

— Frank Hermanek, IN

"I never have to worry about melting any ties as the heat remains isolated to the area that I am soldering."

— Bob Peterson, WI

Visit [www.americanbeautytolls.com](http://www.americanbeautytolls.com) for all 800-650-2830
Gold Maxi DCC decoder is big on features

If you're looking for all the same great control features that Digital Command Control (DCC) has to offer in smaller scales for your O scale or large scale trains, then take a look at the Gold Maxi decoder and Power 3 energy storage module from Lenz. The combination of decoder and power module components makes for some outstanding motor control characteristics that you can't get with other decoders.

The Lenz Gold Maxi is made for O scale and larger locomotives. It has a 3-amp continuous motor operation rating, a 5-amp maximum, and a 10-amp stall limit. The decoder can easily handle dual-motored locomotives.

The Lenz decoder measures 4.7 x 1.14 x 2.76, and the Power 3 module is 4.2 x .98 x 1.3.

To test the decoder, I installed the Gold Maxi and a Lenz Power 3 energy storage module in a Bachmann 1:20-proportion two-truck Shay. Both the decoder and the Bachmann shay use screw terminals to make wiring connections, so the installation process took me all of 10 minutes.

The Power 3 module is made with Super Caps capacitors, which charge rapidly and have a long service life. Essentially it's the capacitors that allow the engine to operate for periods of time over very dirty track where the wheels have no electrical contact with the rails. It also works great for running through turnouts with insulated frogs.

Dirty test track. I set up a rugged test track in our workshop to try the decoder in the shay. The track started with three feet of clean rail. The rest of the 24-foot run was made up of track that had been neglected outdoors for several years. In fact, the track was so dirty that nothing, including the shay, would run on one eight-foot stretch of it using a DC power pack. That proved not to be the case with the Lenz Gold Maxi and Power 3 module. The locomotive moved effortlessly from the clean track to the dirty track and back again. Though the headlight would flicker, I was able to control the motor at all times.

Deciding to up the ante a bit, I covered a three-foot section of the rails with masking tape. The shay, with all eight wheels on the tape, kept running, and I still had DCC motor control throughout the tests.

In all these cases, the Power 3 module kept the motor turning. If I ran the locomotive on top of the masking tape for more than 15 seconds, the capacitors would finally drain completely and the locomotive would stop. The proprietary technology Lenz uses in the decoder allows it to continue receiving DCC signals, even with the tape between the rails and the wheels—the feat seems as close to magic in model railroading as you can get.

Among the Gold Maxi decoder's other standard features are eight function outputs, back-electromotive-force (BEMF) control, Uninterruptible Signal Processing (USP), RailCom bidirectional communications, and a Serial User Standard Interface (SUSI) for use with outboard sound modules. We reviewed these features when we looked at the Lenz HO Gold decoder in the January 2006 issue of Model Railroader, so for more information, look for that article in our product review database at ModelRailroader.com.

The fine motor control, uninterrupted DCC signal, and smooth operation over an assortment of track contact problems make the Gold Maxi a good option for O scale or larger trains. And, without a doubt, the Lenz Gold Maxi decoder and Power 3 module make it possible to operate an outdoor garden railroad reliably with DCC.

— David Popp, managing editor

More on our Web site
Current subscribers can see a video of this decoder in action on the March 5, 2009 episode of Cody's Office at www.ModelRailroader.com.

Gold Maxi DCC decoder

Price: $89.95 Gold Maxi; $59.95 Power 3 module

Manufacturer
Lenz Agency of North America
P.O. Box 143
Chelmsford, MA 01824
www.lenz.com

Decoder features:
- 3-amp continuous motor rating
- 10-amp stall limit
- 8 function outputs
- 7 programmable lighting effects
- RailCom bi-directional communication
- Uninterruptible Signal Processing (USP)
- Decoder may be used with Lenz Power modules or with batteries to provide extended operation over dirty track

Product Reviews

Gold Maxi DCC decoder

If you're looking for all the same great control features that Digital Command Control (DCC) has to offer in smaller scales for your O scale or large scale trains, then take a look at the Gold Maxi decoder and Power 3 energy storage module from Lenz. The combination of decoder and power module components makes for some outstanding motor control characteristics that you can't get with other decoders.

The Lenz Gold Maxi is made for O scale and larger locomotives. It has a 3-amp continuous motor operation rating, a 5-amp maximum, and a 10-amp stall limit. The decoder can easily handle dual-motored locomotives.

The Lenz decoder measures 4.7 x 1.14 x 2.76, and the Power 3 module is 4.2 x .98 x 1.3.

To test the decoder, I installed the Gold Maxi and a Lenz Power 3 energy storage module in a Bachmann 1:20-proportion two-truck Shay. Both the decoder and the Bachmann shay use screw terminals to make wiring connections, so the installation process took me all of 10 minutes.

The Power 3 module is made with Super Caps capacitors, which charge rapidly and have a long service life. Essentially it's the capacitors that allow the engine to operate for periods of time over very dirty track where the wheels have no electrical contact with the rails. It also works great for running through turnouts with insulated frogs.

Dirty test track. I set up a rugged test track in our workshop to try the decoder in the shay. The track started with three feet of clean rail. The rest of the 24-foot run was made up of track that had been neglected outdoors for several years. In fact, the track was so dirty that nothing, including the shay, would run on one eight-foot stretch of it using a DC power pack. That proved not to be the case with the Lenz Gold Maxi and Power 3 module. The locomotive moved effortlessly from the clean track to the dirty track and back again. Though the headlight would flicker, I was able to control the motor at all times.

Deciding to up the ante a bit, I covered a three-foot section of the rails with masking tape. The shay, with all eight wheels on the tape, kept running, and I still had DCC motor control throughout the tests.

In all these cases, the Power 3 module kept the motor turning. If I ran the locomotive on top of the masking tape for more than 15 seconds, the capacitors would finally drain completely and the locomotive would stop. The proprietary technology Lenz uses in the decoder allows it to continue receiving DCC signals, even with the tape between the rails and the wheels—the feat seems as close to magic in model railroading as you can get.

Among the Gold Maxi decoder's other standard features are eight function outputs, back-electromotive-force (BEMF) control, Uninterruptible Signal Processing (USP), RailCom bidirectional communications, and a Serial User Standard Interface (SUSI) for use with outboard sound modules. We reviewed these features when we looked at the Lenz HO Gold decoder in the January 2006 issue of Model Railroader, so for more information, look for that article in our product review database at ModelRailroader.com.

The fine motor control, uninterrupted DCC signal, and smooth operation over an assortment of track contact problems make the Gold Maxi a good option for O scale or larger trains. And, without a doubt, the Lenz Gold Maxi decoder and Power 3 module make it possible to operate an outdoor garden railroad reliably with DCC.

— David Popp, managing editor

More on our Web site
Current subscribers can see a video of this decoder in action on the March 5, 2009 episode of Cody's Office at www.ModelRailroader.com.
Super Dome in HO scale recalls the glory days of the Twin Cities Hiawatha

A ready-to-run HO scale model of a Milwaukee Road Super Dome car completes the Walthers 1955 Twin Cities Hiawatha passenger set. The model accurately depicts the last new car type to enter Hiawatha passenger service.

Prototype. In 1952 Pullman-Standard built 10 Super Dome cars for the Milwaukee Road at a cost of $320,000 apiece. The cars were numbered 50 to 59. (Car no. 50 was wrecked during a test run in 1953 and had to be rebuilt.)

Each car weighed 224,000 pounds and rode on specially designed six-wheel trucks. At that time, the trucks were the largest ever applied to passenger equipment. Using 635 square feet of glass, the Super Dome roof used 35 percent more glass than any other dome car.

Unfortunately the Super Dome cars didn't prove as successful as other dome cars. The cars rode rough and the high bulkheads at each end of the car restricted the view forward. After the Milwaukee Road discontinued the Olympian Hiawatha, the railroad sold six of the 10 Super Dome cars to Canadian National. Some of the cars still serve on tourist railroads.

The Walthers HO model matches dimensions of the prototype in the Simmons-Boardman 1953 Car Builder's Cyclopaedia.

Paint and construction. Our review sample is decorated in the prototype's as-built orange/maroon livery. The paint is smooth and evenly applied with crisp separation lines between the striping. The colors and stripe width match that of the other Walthers HO 1955 Twin Cities Hiawatha cars and the Proto 2000 E7A diesel locomotive.

Lettering placement on the model matches prototype photos. A decal sheet is included so the car can be numbered for any of the 10 Super Domes.

The Walthers model is built primarily of plastic. The appliqué car sides fit onto a core body. All grab irons have to be installed by the modeler, but starter holes are included on the model and grab iron placement is shown on the instruction sheet.

The instruction sheet also shows how to remove the dome roof. I used a hobby knife to carefully release the locking tabs that hold the dome roof to the car body. Then I lifted out the upper level interior to reveal the lower level. The seating arrangement of each level matches prototype floor plans.

Both interior levels are molded in light tan plastic. The upper level seats are painted brown. No additional painting was done to the lower level.

Aside from a couple of cylindrical tanks to the rear of the lounge compartment, the car doesn't have much underbody detail. The Super Dome rides on die-cast metal trucks and metal wheels. The crisply molded details on the truck sideframes match prototype photos. There are also two wipers above each truck for an interior lighting kit (sold separately).

The HO scale Super Dome is an accurate model of this historic car and looks great as part of the complete Walthers 1955 Twin Cities Hiawatha consist. — D.K.

Price: $64.98
Manufacturer: Wm. K. Walthers Inc.
P.O. Box 3039
Milwaukee, WI 53201
www.walthers.com

Paint schemes: Milwaukee Road orange/maroon and Milwaukee Road yellow/gray (post-1955). Undecorated version also available.

Features:
- Detailed interior
- Metal Proto-Max magnetic knuckle couplers at correct height
- Minimum radius: 24"
- RP-25 contour 36" metal wheelsets in gauge
- Weight: 8 ounces (1/8 ounces too heavy per National Model Railroad Association RP-20.1)

Both the upper and lower level floor plans of the Walthers HO scale Super Dome match the prototype. The upper-level seats are separate parts.

More on our Web site
JUNE '09

Shortline and regional special

Facing a raging storm together
CSX and its shortline partners look beyond the economic tsunami

McCloud freight finale
Ted Benson on Northern California's famous lumber hauler in twilight

How tomorrow's energy rides today's short lines

Big (and new) power on small railroads

Shortline boss recalls days he should forget

Map of the Month:
Anthracite roads today

Plus:
Test a locomotive's strength
Plan a Colorado railfan vacation

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 1-800-533-6644
Order online at www.TrainsMag.com

Product Reviews

HO Canadian National covered hoppers

Price: $39.98
Manufacturer
True Line Trains
Canadian Hobbycraft Ltd.
140 Applewood Crescent
Concord, Ont., L4K 4E2
Canada
www.hobbycraft.com

Comments: A series of distinctive Canadian National "slab-side" covered hoppers is now available ready-to-run in HO scale. These all-plastic models represent 70-ton prototypes built for the CN in the 1950s. The models include versions with six rectangular roof hatches or eight round hatches, and they're offered in gray with small red Gothic lettering, large Gothic lettering, or the 1970s billboard CN noodle herald. Six different car numbers are available in each paint scheme.

The model has excellent rivet and seam details and all of the running boards and the brake platform have open gratings. Our samples came with appropriate solid-bearing trucks with RP-25 contour wheelsets that match National Model Railroad Association standards. The McHenry couplers are body-mounted at the proper height.

The "slab side" covered hopper is an accurate HO model of its Canadian prototype. — J.D.H.

The N Scale Architect Cranston station

Price: $59.95
Manufacturer
The N Scale Architect
4063 County Highway 2
Delancey, NY 13752
www.thenarch.com

Comments: This multi-media kit is based on a New York, New Haven & Hartford prototype in Cranston, R.I. The kit, which has a footprint of 2 1/4" x 3 1/2", uses tab-and-slot construction and peel-and-stick windows and trim. It also includes an outhouse with privacy fence, white-metal chimney, and clear window glazing.

Though the kit is fairly easy to assemble, some of the detail parts are delicate and need to be handled with care. For example, I broke the front trim when smoothing out the nub where it was attached to the carrier sheet.

The platform, steps, and subroof are 1/8" Taskboard, a biodegradable wood fiber board available from the N Scale Architect. This material can be painted with acrylic or organic solvent-based paints.

The only drawback with the kit, and a very minor one, is that the shingles are printed on white paper. Cutting them from the sheet leaves a white edge. However, I was able to fix this by lightly rubbing a pencil point along the cut edges.

If you've never assembled a multimedia kit before, try building the Cranston station. I'm sure you'll enjoy it. — C.G.
Museum Quality Acrylic Display Cases

8 Shelf "HO" Gauge 24"-72" Lengths Priced from $149.00

Sizes for O, HO, S, N
Custom Sizes Available Free Brochure

Toll Free: (888)889-0396
Web: www.customdisplaycases.com
Email: info@customdisplaycases.com

---

Complete HO/N System at Home

NCE's NEW Power Cab is a complete, high end, 2 Amp DCC system in one compact hand-held throttle. Operate lights, sounds, program and more.

NCE Corporation
At your favorite DCC Dealer - NOW!
www.ncedcc.com

$189.95

---

Deluxe Pro Cab at the Club

Your Power Cab also doubles as a regular Deluxe Pro Cab when you operate at a layout with our larger system.

A new building kit!}

2 NEW BUILDING KITS!

- Includes details and dry transfer decals
- New interlocking wall-alignment system
- Architecturally accurate

DPM

Design Preservation Models

Stone Bakery First Bank

Purchase at your local hobby shop.

DPM is a division of: WOODLAND SCENICS www.woodlandscenics.com

---

DOW'S DICTIONARY OF RAILWAY QUOTATIONS

compiled and edited by Andrew Dow

"If you're looking for the perfect quote, or just enjoy getting lost in the thoughts of those who came before, this is a great place to start." —Trains

$30.00 paperback

---

A RAILROAD ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1946

Volume 3: Indiana, Lower Michigan, and Ohio

Richard C. Carpenter

"Volume 3 shows the details of some of the most complex RR terminals in the USA, such as Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, etc. The 1946 Atlas will be a suitable 'monument to what once was'—at the peak of railroad passenger and local freight activity!"

—Richard B. Hasselman, Senior Vice President of Operations, CONRAIL (retired)

$65.00 hardcover

---

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
1-800-537-5487 • www.press.jhu.edu
See 130 car unit grain train running on the in-store layout. Many out of production items from estates. Providing same day shipment for 25 years! Call Jack Hawkins at 765-742-5577

HAWKINS RAIL
25 YEARS OF SERVICE

- GRAIN IS MOVING AT HAWKINS RAIL! -

Same complete inventory at our NEW LOCATION:
3501 Union St., Suite 6. Everything for the serious modeler. Hours: Mon-Fri 12-5, Sat 10-5

HAWKINS RAIL SERVICES
3501 Union St., Suite 6
P.O. Box 6008
Lafayette, IN 47903
Phone: 765-742-5577

FLORIDA'S LARGEST TRAIN STORE
A Model Railroader's Paradise

H&R TRAINS
One of the most unique stores in the world!
http://www.hrtrains.com

6901 U.S. 19 North, Pinellas Park, FL 33781 "Tampa Bay Area"
Phone: (727) 526-4682 Fax: (727) 526-3439

SP-UP-C&NW
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
HO Scale

The Coach Yard
Committed to Excellence
www.thecoachyard.com

Product Reviews

HO scale All-American Service Station

Price: $42.95
Manufacturer
American Model Builders Inc.
8229 Brentwood Industrial Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63144
www.laserkit.com

Comments: The All-American Service Station is based on a prototype in Harlingen, Texas. This laser-cut wood kit uses tab-and-slot construction and features peel-and-stick doors, windows, and trim; a cast-resin elevated oil tank, soda chest, and oil can rack; and white metal gas pumps. The office has a footprint of 1½" x 2½", and the garage has a footprint of 1½" x 2½".

The garage and office are of American Model Builders' usual high quality. The parts fit well with a minimal amount of filing and sanding. The self-adhesive roofing material makes this phase of construction a breeze.

In addition, the kit includes full-color paper signs for four gasoline companies. There are smaller signs that can be attached to the garage, oil can rack, and soda chest.

The kit was fun to build, and with all the included detail parts, you can easily add a mini scene to your layout. – Cody Grivno, associate editor

Walthers N scale 10-6 sleeper

Price: $34.98
Manufacturer
Wm. K. Walthers Inc.
P.O. Box 3039
Milwaukee, WI 53201
www.walthers.com

Comments: A well-detailed ready-to-run N scale model of a 10-roomette, six-double-bedroom sleeping car built to Pullman-Standard plan no. 4140 is now available from Walthers.

The plastic model has crisply molded roof vents, equipment boxes, and other details.

The body is easily removed for installing an interior lighting kit (sold separately). The RP-25 contour wheelsets are in gauge.

The model includes Accurate operating knuckle couplers at the correct height. Weighing just under 1½ ounces, the car follows National Model Railroad Association RP-20.1.

This accurate N scale model is appropriate for layouts from the 1950s to the Amtrak era. – D.K.
Get your hobby how-tos/hints in a hurry!

Visit the Downloads section on ModelRailroader.com and download PDFs instantly to your computer!

Information Station is a quick and convenient way to get the modeling information you want. Just click the PDF you want, buy it, and use it right away! Each PDF is a compilation of popular model railroading articles and includes great photos and detailed how-to instructions for all skill levels.

Choose from:
- How-tos
- Layout visits
- Track plans
- Video PDFs

Just click it. Buy it. And use it today!
Trackside Photos

Galloping Goose no. X-105, a Con-Cor model, crosses a scratchbuilt trestle over Telegraph Road while a manifest freight rumbles past on the nearby Western Pacific main line. The scene takes place on the N scale layout built by Göran Assner of Göteborg, Sweden. He also shot the photo.
New York Central class L-3b Mohawk no. 3037 leads a block of meat reefers eastward through Breakneck Tunnel in 1941. Nearby, a couple of railfans have parked their "woody" station wagon to photograph the action. The scene takes place on the HO scale New York Central Hudson Division layout built by Richard Stoving. John Heitmann photo

Want to see your work in Trackside Photos?

Trackside Photos is a showcase for the work of Model Railroader readers. We encourage contributions. Send your photos (original color slides or digital images 5 megapixels or better on CD-ROM) to: Model Railroader, Trackside Photos, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187-1612. Include caption information, such as a description of what's going on in the picture; the name, scale, era, and locale of the layout; and information about the rolling stock or structures pictured. For a copy of our photo submission guidelines, contact editorial associate Eric Steipflug at 262-796-8776, ext. 583, or mrmag@mrmag.com.
Two Santa Fe steam locomotives haul a mixed freight through the Texas countryside on Charlie Krampitz's Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Mid-Texas Division layout. Charlie, of Sealy, Texas, detailed the two BLI models.

Matthew Dittert photo

Switcher no. 4, a Keystone General Electric 44-tonner, pulls a boxcar under a road freight passing overhead on Wolfgang Dudler's HO scale Westport Terminal RR. The freelanced railroad is set in northern Minnesota, and this section is based on a track plan in the November 1985 Model Railroader. Wolfgang also took the photo.
Tom Piccirillo of Warren, N.J., built this crane car for his O scale Somerset County Traction System. The car includes a scratchbuilt cab and floor, power truck and underbody details by Wagner, and an Alexander HO scale pillar crane. Tom, whose layout was featured in Great Model Railroads 2009, also shot the photo.


All in good time

Tony Koester

Can you spot any detailing shortcomings in these freight cars as MB-98 speeds over Coal Creek at the east end of Veedersburg, Ind., on Tony's HO scale Nickel Plate layout? Tony Koester photo

It's human nature to focus on the task at hand, especially if it's something like putting out a fire or keeping the car headed in a straight line on an icy road. In a model railroad context, we can't do everything at once, so we have to approach the task of building a layout — the primary goal of most modelers, I'll wager — in a reasonably logical, somewhat sequential and focused manner.

But like almost everything else, this is far more difficult than it seems.

Several of my friends, the modelers whose work I admire most and therefore try to emulate, have an unfair advantage over my efforts to model a Midwestern granger railroad in the mid 1950s: They started before I did. From day one, I've been playing a game of catch-up with them. I'm here; they're waaaay over there.

But why should I even try catch up? Well, to some extent, competition is good. It's the very essence of the American Way as we embrace athletic and scholastic and business competition. Put another way, golfing by yourself isn't much fun.

There are limits, however. If winning a blue ribbon in a model contest helps to make you a better modeler, that's good. If beating the other guy is your main objective, you may have confused hobbies with sports.

My railroad has finally reached the point where all track-laying decisions have been made, checked, and finalized. A few lengths of rail remain to be spiked down, but otherwise my focus has now shifted toward refining what I already have built to improve operational reliability. To that end, I'm equipping my freight car fleet with metal wheels that roll before a gentle puff of wind. Save for a few heavily weighted brass engines, my steam fleet won't have it any other way; the Mikados and Berkshires simply won't pull 25 to 30 cars equipped with so-so trucks up the continuous westbound spiral between decks.

Many of these cars aren't up to today's lofty standards. We can drop into a hobby shop and head home with a freight car detailed to the nines. Save for a few heavily weighted brass engines, my steam fleet won't have it any other way; the Mikados and Berkshires simply won't pull 25 to 30 cars equipped with so-so trucks up the continuous westbound spiral between decks.

Progress on the Nickel Plate's Third Sub has finally reached the point where I can enjoy sitting down at my workbench and scratch-building or kitbashing structures. I also have some sections of relatively finished scenery. Put another way, the railroad and the equipment that supports its operating scheme work sufficiently well for me to devote some time to the cosmetics.

As I have written before, I feel strongly that one's first efforts should be directed toward getting a model railroad running. Only then will you find what you've omitted and can make corrections at minimum cost and pain. That task accomplished, you can then comfortably move on to structures and scenery, and then to freight car and locomotive detailing.

I have several good-running brass Mikes and Berks that need to be backdated and relabeled for the Nickel Plate, a project I am eager to tackle. But such chores have to be kept near the bottom of my priority list until more pressing matters — such as a place to run the finished models — have been attended to.

These tasks will be accomplished, but all in good time. First I was devoted to design and benchwork. Then came subroadbed, backdrops, lighting, and roadbed. Next was, hallelujah, track. The drudgery of wiring soon followed, along with landform scenery and some structures. I'm now adding ground cover and foliage and extra details.

Next to last will be the freight car upgrade program, when my vast collection of resin kits will eventually occupy less space in my storage cabinets and more room on my layout. Finally, I'll get the steam and diesel fleet upgraded to more properly honor their prototypes.

Meanwhile, I have a fully operational railroad in my basement. And that, after all, was my original goal. MR
Questions about your Model Railroader subscription?

- Change of address
- Pay your bill
- Renew your subscription
- Give a gift

Go to www.ModelRailroader.com today!

Zephyr® Starter Set

MSRP $199

LocoNet® gives infinite expandability - just add compatible components such as Stationary Decoders, Throttles and Boosters to extend your layout!

The Zephyr is simple-to-use, cost effective, and fully expandable.

- 2.5 Amp Command Station & Power Supply
- Integrated Throttle
- F0-F8 Function Controls
- 10 Throttle Capability
- 120 Loco Capability
- 00-9000 Loco Address Range
- Radio and Infrared Expandable
- Universal, Advanced and Basic Consisting
- Use your Power Pack controls (2 Jump® Ports)

Get Something Started with Digitrax!

Digitrax has one of the largest selections of DCC equipment in Model Railroading. If you’re just getting into DCC, you can pick from 3 great starter sets, one of which is sure to fit your needs. We’ve also got a full line of mobile decoders and accessories for DCC layouts.

Visit us at www.digitrax.com to find out more!
Get projects to build a shelf layout when space is limited

Shelf layouts don’t need benchwork or floorspace and can be set at any height, easily lit, and readily moved. This book explores the possibilities, practicalities, and challenges of linear layout design and presents a variety of prototype layouts with construction details.

12419 • $19.95

Order online at www.KalmbachBooks.com or call 1-800-533-6644

Monday–Friday, 8:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Central Time.
Outside the U.S. and Canada, call 262-796-8776 x661.
Available from The C&NW Historical Society
The Society has made these adorable stuffed animals available. Both the 9 inch penguin and the 10 inch bear come dressed as a locomotive engineer, complete with overalls and a cap, and a bow tie on the bear. A red, black and white System herald is imprinted on the front of overalls. $19.95 postpaid. IL residents add $1.38 tax.

Order from: C&NWHS-MR, P.O. Box 1068, North Riverside, IL 60546
Visit us at www.CNWHS.ORG

WWW.mailcarhobbies.com
1-800-990-9421
HO TRAINS • DIECAST • MILITARY
DISCOUNT PRICES • WEEKLY SPECIALS

Walkaround Throttles:
With or w/o Memory:
From: $43.95
- FAST CLOCKS
- PARTS & WIRE
- METERS

Call/Write: GML ENTERPRISES
3311 Thomas Rd. * Oxford, MI 48371
248-628-4445
genelewls@sprintmail.com
www.thegmlenterprises.com

Instant Adhesive
X-1 Instant Adhesive and Activator. Foam safe, water based, instant gluing. Great for layout landscapes, roadbeds and tracklaying! Dries fast and does not melt foam! Adheres to wood, particle board, and more!
See "How to Video" at www.purimcoproducts.com

After You’ve Looked at the Others...

European Model Trains
- We have the largest selection of European Model Trains in North America. We import 40 major lines.
- Visit our amazing website at www.Reynaulds.com
- Send us your repairs or DCC Installations!
- We buy collections of any size, send us a list.
- Send $3.00 for monthly Catalog Specials!!

European Model Trains

European Model Trains

European Model Trains

European Model Trains

European Model Trains
**Classified Advertising**

**Schedule of Events Rates:** $2.25 per issue (45 word maximum). Ads will contain the following information: name, address, phone number and street address of the person providing the information. Name, daytime telephone number and street address of the person providing the information is also required but need not be included in the ad.

Unless otherwise requested, ads will be published in the issue that month the event occurs in. Additional months are available at the $25 per month rate. Check the prices of one of the world’s biggest dealers at www.modeltrains.com or fax 800-MDL-BAHN.

**CAUTION:** Confirms the details before driving any distance. Please go to www.oscalemag.com or call 610-363-7117.

---

**Classifieds**

**For Sale-Z Scale**

Z GAUGE AT COMPETITIVE PRICES. Modellbahn Ott Hobbies, 3601 South Main, Gilbertsville, PA 19525. 610-367-5925. 800-MDL-BAHN

---

**Wanted-Z Scale**

#1 ESTATE BUYER OF Z SCALE COLLECTIONS! We buy all makes and types - Brass & European! Call us Toll FREE: 1-866-462-7277. Don Black 119 Birnhurst Road, New Bern, NC 28560. E-mail: don@donblack.com

---

**For Sale-N Scale**

ATLAS, KATO AND MICRO-TRAINS out-of-production locomotives, freight and passenger cars. View our inventory at www.amherstdepot.com

BUILDING KIT Artitec Public House. Tobias Jagsch, Reutstr. 22, 76275 Ettlingen, Germany.

FREE MONTHLY MAIL BID CATALOG with hundreds of items-- Bid or Buy It Now at net price listed! Both new & "lightly Used" locomotives, rolling stock, as well as accessories! 30+ years in business, 1-800-701-7091, J & T Junction, PO Box 407, Huntington, VA 20135. E-mail: sales@modeltrains.com

PRIVATE PARTY, FLEISCHMANN ENGINES, cars and track. Vollmer, Faller, Preiser and more. 403-356-2858

---

**Wanted-N Scale**

#1 ESTATE BUYER OF N SCALE COLLECTIONS! We buy all makes and types - including Brass & European! Even Non-N Scale! Call us Toll FREE: 1-866-462-7277. Don Black 119 Birnhurst Road, New Bern, NC 28560. E-mail: don@donblack.com

ALWAYS BUYING N Scale Collections- Kato, Atlas, Athearn, Kato, Mantua, Wiking, more! "Pristine." We buy all makes and types - Brass & European! Call us Toll-Free at 1-866-462-7277. Don Black 119 Birnhurst Road, New Bern, NC 28560. E-mail: don@donblack.com

BRASS PASSENGER CARS; FSM kits, FO kits, LGB Brass HO. Please call Bob 212-874-6569 or e-mail grand@ban@yahoo.com

BUYING HO train collections, large or small. Also brass. Call Tom 660-443-9137.

BUYING N AND HO SCALE- Super Quick Payment! Usually within 48 hours. If for some reason you don’t like our offer, return our check and we’ll return your material to you at our expense, along with a check to cover your shipping expense. Call before shipping. J & T Junction 1-800-701-7091.

---

**Wanted-HO Scale**


---

**Wanted-O Scale**

STEAM/DIESEL ERA CN, GTW, DT, FR Fr pass., MOW, vans (cabooses). Lobaugh, Boxcar, C&NW. CWM 50 Reelfoot, 9 panel Gons. flat cars, Lionel Sunoco black tank #2855, PRR auto boxcars #2758, X2458 Lionel 700 series or 2900 series. Many items bought are used for personal layout. Call Dan Toll-Free at: 1-866-462-7277. Don Black 119 Birnhurst Road, New Bern, NC 28560. E-mail: don@donblack.com


gaunngs.com 415-454-3088.

---

**Wanted-Tinplate**

BUYING O and Standard gauge collections. Lionel, Flyer and all others. Call Tom 660-443-9137.

LIONEL, FLYER, IVES for collector. Please contact Other train shows. 466 City Drive, Alpena, MI 49301. 510-925-8563.

---

**Wanted - Miscellaneous**

MODEL AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK KITS WANT-ED- unbuilt or built, any size collection. Fred Sterns, 48 Standish, Buffy, NY 14126. 716-836-6797. email: fsterp@earthlink.net

LEADING MODEL RETAILERS

Retail Directory spaces are sold on a year’s basis at $628 per year (payable in advance) or at $58 per month. Distribution and upgrads. All scales, Lionel, Z, N, O, S, G, and H0. Authorized dealer, Lionel, MTH, DCC, and more. www.nkp.com

CUSTOM PAINTING & BUILDING

STEAM, Electric, Diesel, Plastic or Brass. All scales. Your equipment, your work. We do not work on equipment. We also do shortlines, regional and any railroad you may dream up. Contact: John Schaub, 516-940-6880 johnRailsroadermodels@gmail.com

LAYOUT BUILDING & DESIGN by NKP. Track plans, building, maintaining, all or part. Southern California based. www.nkp.com

SCENERY SPECIALIST. Master modeler for hire. Let me finish your new or existing model railroad. realistic scenery work with attention to detail. John Schaub, 516-940-6880 johnRailsroadermodels@gmail.com

ALABAMA • Jacksonville

Norfolk Southern, all scales. Authorized dealer, Lionel, MTH, DCC, and more. www.netrcmodels.com

ALABAMA • Pelham (Birmingham)

Lionel, Flyer, G, HO, N, G Scale, scenery, layouts, Full service repair shop, all scales. Authorized dealer, Lionel, MTH, DCC, and more. www.netrcmodels.com

OAK MOUNTAIN Hobbies

2639 Pelham Parkway
205-685-8680

ARIZONA • Mesa


ROY’S TRAIN WORLD

1003 S. Country Club Dr.
801-833-4535

ARIZONA • Phoenix

Large selection of HO & N scale. Large selection of seas. Authorized dealer, Lionel, MTH, DCC, and more. www.netrcmodels.com

THE FREIGHT YARD

2734 W. Bell Rd., Ste. 1306
602-942-1862

CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Crovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)


CALIFORNIA • Clovis (Fresno)

**Connecticut - MAINE**

**Connecticut**  
- H.O., N., Lionel authorized dealer & repair, plastic and HO feet layouts, books, etc.  
- 110 Main St., Bethel, CT 06802, Tel: 860-793-2371

**MAINE**  
- 358-A 1st Ave. S.E., Houlton, ME 04730, Tel: 207-625-4916

### Retail Directory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connecticut</strong></td>
<td>Danbury</td>
<td>120 Main St., Danbury, CT 06810, Tel: 203-797-3836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>1710 Manchester Dr., Manchester, CT 06040, Tel: 860-879-2316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southington</td>
<td>5 Padanaram Rd., Southington, CT 06489, Tel: 860-429-9797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Florida</strong></td>
<td>Orlando</td>
<td>405 W. Putnam Ave., Orlando, FL 32805, Tel: 407-888-2646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>5 Mohawk Drive, Tampa, FL 33615, Tel: 813-888-2646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Port Orange</td>
<td>7676 Peters Rd., Port Orange, FL 32227, Tel: 386-304-7003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>4019A Lake Saunders Drive, Miami, FL 33132, Tel: 305-250-1252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ocala</td>
<td>400 W. W. Washington Ave., Ocala, FL 34471, Tel: 352-250-1252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illinois</strong></td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>405 E. Putnam Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611, Tel: 312-672-8721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Des Plaines</td>
<td>3763 W. 79th Street, Des Plaines, IL 60018, Tel: 708-959-3114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oswego</td>
<td>12 N. Second St., Oswego, IL 60543, Tel: 630-208-9011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Model Railroader

- Trains & Layouts, including tips, techniques, and reviews
- Subscription options available

### Other Resources

- [www.hobbygallery.com](http://www.hobbygallery.com)
- [www.thecaboose.com](http://www.thecaboose.com)
- [www.ltrainmastermodels.com](http://www.ltrainmastermodels.com)

### Retailers

**Connecticut - Danbury**
- 120 Main St., Danbury, CT 06810, Tel: 203-797-3836

**Florida - Orlando**
- 405 W. Putnam Ave., Orlando, FL 32805, Tel: 407-888-2646

**Illinois - Chicago**
- 405 E. Putnam Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611, Tel: 312-672-8721

### Additional Resources

- [www.mainemodelworks.com](http://www.mainemodelworks.com)
- [www.mainemodelworks.com](http://www.mainemodelworks.com)
- [www.mainemodelworks.com](http://www.mainemodelworks.com)
- [www.mainemodelworks.com](http://www.mainemodelworks.com)

### Contact Information

- [www.bullst.com](http://www.bullst.com)
- [www.bullst.com](http://www.bullst.com)
- [www.bullst.com](http://www.bullst.com)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Store Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knoxville, TN</td>
<td>Hobbytown USA</td>
<td>11364 Parkside Dr.</td>
<td>866-675-1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
<td>Super-Hobby</td>
<td>1561 S. Harwood St.</td>
<td>817-666-8000</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarillo, TX</td>
<td>Hobby Place</td>
<td>3104 Airway Blvd.</td>
<td>806-223-5734</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
<td>Lone Star Trains &amp; Collectibles</td>
<td>1420 Spring Cypress</td>
<td>281-735-7721</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td>Hobby Warehouse</td>
<td>3594 Griffin Street</td>
<td>713-397-1983</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
<td>JCP Hobby Center</td>
<td>3594 N. 35th Ave.</td>
<td>602-380-1004</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane, WA</td>
<td>JTB Hobby Shop</td>
<td>2716 9th Ave.</td>
<td>509-535-3114</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, WA</td>
<td>DJ Hobby</td>
<td>1300 13th Ave.</td>
<td>206-623-1960</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, OR</td>
<td>The Hobby Depot</td>
<td>2026 SW Salmon St.</td>
<td>503-228-3221</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Plaza Model</td>
<td>2500 N. Rainbow Blvd.</td>
<td>702-734-9900</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>The Hobby Shop</td>
<td>2001 S. Anschutz Pkwy.</td>
<td>303-733-9900</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City, UT</td>
<td>The Hobby Depot</td>
<td>123 S. State St.</td>
<td>801-975-9900</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas, TX</td>
<td>Hobby-Stock Station</td>
<td>3601 Airway Blvd.</td>
<td>806-206-7947</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 10-6, Sun Closed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Notes:***
- Some stores may offer special orders, discounts, and more.
- Hours and services can vary, so it's best to call ahead or check online for the most accurate information.
- Many stores also offer online purchases and special events.

**Contact Information:**

For more information, visit the websites of the stores listed above or contact them directly using the provided phone numbers.
The Advertiser Index is a service to our readers. The Index is not responsible for omissions or typographical errors in names or page numbers.
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**COMING NEXT MONTH**

Visit a well-planned HO layout set in the Midwest in the '50s

A double-deck N scale track plan

How to model a small railroad town from start to finish

Detail a stock F40 diesel locomotive

Use trees to hide a tunnel entrance, step by step

Learn to make your own laminated display panels

Subscribe today!
1-800-533-6644
www.ModelRailroader.com
On September 22, 1947, an Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe freight climbs the west slope of Cajon Pass behind 100-class diesels. A 3800-class 2-10-2 pushes on the rear. The extra way car (caboose) is deadheading east to help with westbound traffic. Robert F. Collins photos, collection of Louis A. Marre

Choosing locomotives for operation – part 1

We all like locomotives, or we wouldn't be here. Some of us, myself included, hardly ever met a locomotive we couldn't like. Yet we don't want our layouts to look more like museum collections than working railroads.

Assembling a locomotive roster to support your railroad's operations adds to your layout's realism if done right. That means following the prototype, especially when you're freelancing.

Prototype example. My approach to a prototypical engine roster is to use the locomotives the real railroad used the way that railroad used them. The trick is that historically any railroad may turn out to be a moving target. In the popular steam-diesel transition era, things were changing all the time. That's why it was a "transition era."

Focusing on a particular location and time is a good way to pin your prototype down. My own layout represents the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe line over Cajon Pass in Southern California. The time is the last half of 1947. This is earlier than other transition modelers might choose, but the Santa Fe completed dieselizing that part of the railroad by the end of 1953.

Freight diesels. In 1947, Electro-Motive FT cab and booster diesel units built before and during World War II hauled most of the freight over the western end of the Santa Fe. The freight diesels then turned back east at San Bernardino, Calif., the western terminal of my layout. The FT was known on the Santa Fe as the 100 class, and my roster includes several sets of them.

Note that in 1947, the 100-class locomotives were the Santa Fe's only freight diesels. The F3s, F7s, and GP7s were all still in the future. I like them, but there are good reasons not to have them, and the reasons are mostly 2-10-2s.

Steam power. The most common steam engines on the Santa Fe's Los Angeles Division in 1947 were the heavy 2-10-2s of the 3800 class. They helped trains with diesel road engines over Cajon Pass and also powered an occasional road freight or local on their own. They also handled many of the trains running west of San Bernardino to Los Angeles and San Diego.

Built between 1919 and 1927, the 3800s were nearing retirement at the time I model. They had proven better suited to Cajon's operating conditions than the Santa Fe's more modern 2-10-4s, which were all assigned east of Albuquerque, N.M.

The 3800s coexisted with the 100 class for a time, but less so with the 200-class F3 and F7 freighters that began arriving in 1948. After 1951, when the 2650-class GP7s arrived, steam disappeared from Cajon freights except for occasional seasonal use. Finally the 3800s weren't needed even as standbys.

I have a number of HO 3800s that I want to operate in realistic roles. For that reason I'm happy to set my layout in 1947, when there was still lots of work for 2-10-2s.

Passenger power. In the immediate postwar years the Santa Fe bought mostly passenger diesels. It wanted to eliminate helpers on its transcontinental passenger trains by using 6,000-hp sets of Electro-Motive F3s, Alco PAs and PBs, and Fairbanks-Morse Erie-builts. The Santa Fe had also assigned 11 of the four-unit, 5,400-hp 100-class locomotives to passenger service.

Since the Santa Fe still ran plenty of passenger trains, there was regular "varnish" work for its 4-8-4s in the 3751, 3776, and 2900 classes. Special movements and added sections of passenger and mail trains were also protected by 4-8-4s and some 3700-class 4-8-2s.

Principles. So my approach has been to acquire models to match the locomotives used by my favorite prototype. But since the Santa Fe was a big system in transition, I've narrowed my focus to the location and time I want to model. Following those principles, I think I've arrived at a roster representative of that particular railroad at that particular time and place.

Can you apply the same principles to a freelance model railroad, representing a fictitious prototype? Yes you can, and I'll share my ideas on that with you next month. MR
Recapture the joy you felt as a child watching the PRR Broadway Limited go past, or share the experience with someone who may never have had a chance to see it.

Thanks to the magic of model railroading, you can bring all the wonder and memories of the world's most fascinating passenger trains home to your living room for the whole family to enjoy!

UNITRACK makes it easy!

Item #  Description                             MSRP
137-2002  N GG1 PRR Brunswick Green “Five Stripe” #4929  $139
137-2003  N GG1 PRR Tuscan Red “Five Stripe” #4913       $139
106-068   N PRR Broadway Limited 10 Car Base Set        $250
106-7111  N PRR Broadway Limited 4 Car Add-on Set       $100
156-0905  N Santa Fe 4-4-2 Sleeper “Regal Spa”          $25

Unitrack is the ideal base for any layout, whether you're a beginner just starting out or are an experienced model railroader who wants reliable, low maintenance track for a decorated layout! The M1 or M2 is a great way to get started, each including a complete oval, power pack, and starter guide.

KATO U.S.A., Inc  100 Remington Road Schaumburg, IL 60173  www.katousa.com/N/Broadway
The switch is on
Clubs across the country are switching to MRC's Prodigy Advance DCC system and Prodigy Wireless. Changing systems is time consuming, disruptive and costly. The decision to switch isn't made lightly. Yet time and again clubs are putting their existing systems aside to embrace the technology and user-friendly design that has made Prodigy the leader in DCC. Prodigy Wireless is available as a stand-alone system or conversion set.

The reasons
Why did these knowledgeable modelers switch? First, MRC's Prodigy Wireless delivers total wireless access, control and programming. And for all its sophistication, Prodigy Advance features an ease of operation that's intuitive. And enjoyable. These clubs now spend their time running trains not studying manuals. Finally, should service or support be needed, modelers don't get a runaround, they get answers and action from our DCC experts. Don't take our word, ask someone who switched. Whether you operate alone, with friends or in a club, we have the DCC system ideal for your needs.

Coming Soon...Wireless Computer Interface for MRC Prodigy users only. Run or program your locos wirelessly from your laptop or desktop PC.

Proud of your club's Prodigy-run layout?
Send us a photo of your layout and your buddies in action and we'll try to put it on our website, and possibly in a future ad.